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MCMA

People Not Surprised

nnounces
Season

:a

Ledger Still Printing

NOD

The Murray Civic Music
Association (MCMA) has
announced that contract
negotiations have been completed
with four concerts to be presented
during the 1981-82 season.
The concerts and scheduled
dates are: The Louisville Ballet, 2
p.m. Sunday, Sept. 27; Karl Haas,
pianist, 2 p.m. Sunday, Nov. 8;
"The Most Happy Fella,"
musical, 8 p.m. Monday, Jan. 25,
1982; and The Hague Singers,
male chorus, 8 p.m. Thursday,
April 22, 1982.
Each of these programs will be
presented in Lovett Auditorium on
the Murray State University
campus.
Admission to the concerts is by
presentation of season
membership card (ticket) or by
MSU student identification card.
Through a reciprocal agreement
of long standing MCMA members
are also admitted to four concerts
in Paducah.
The Paducah concerts include:
New York Harp Ensemble,
October; Cecile Licad, pianist,
8:15 p.m. Tuesday, Nov. 17; Irish
Cabaret of Dublin, 8:15 p.m.
Friday, March 5; and The Big
Band (featuring Gordon McRae;
Connie Haynes, The New Inkspots
and Alvin Ray, 8:15 p.m.
Saturday, May 1.
These concerts will be
presented in the Paducah
Tilghman High School
Auditorium.

with a paper that very day, I gutty reaction of Walt Apperson
was amazed at the and his people and the way in
professionalism the people at which they are rebounding from
the newspaper demonstrated. It this tragedy. We can be thankful
was a proud feeling I had when and proud that our local
early that morning I heard newspaper is in such capable and
Walter Apperson being gutsy hands."
• • •
interviewed on the radio as he
Wells Purdom, Jr., 1211
said with the ring of sheer
determination in his voice, Dogwood: "Betty Jo and I had
`We're going to put out a gone to Mayfield with Walt and
Rainey (Apperson) the night
newspaper."
• • • •
before the fire, and when I heard
of it the next morning. I was just
Fred Workman, Settlesick.
Workman Co.: "My first thought
"They had just installed a lot of
was `What on earth are we going
to do now for a newspaper?' Then, new equpment and had done
`Will they build back downtown?' extensive remodeling, all of which
Walt was very proud. But
Then I learned we would have a
newspaper people have a different
paper that day — the day of the
attitude toward their work than
fire — and I thought, `It is good to
most people.
Here are some of those know that you have friends in your
"So, it didn't surprise me when
comments:
own type of business who can and
• • •
they came out with a paper that
will rally around you in such a
very day of the fire. They're not
Joe Dick, president of the.disastrous time.' I simply marvel
going to give up, and I have a
Bank of Murray: "I was totally at the way the folks at the paper
feeling that they will come back
shocked when I learned of the are rebounding."
• • •
stronger than ever. It just shows
fire, and once I had gone down
the kind of people we have putting
there, I saw what a mess it was
Mrs. Betty Lyons, 1407 Henry
out our paper."
in. They. have done a Street: "You know, we kid about
• • •
remarkable job in getting a The Ledger sometimes, but we
HERE'S THE STEEPLE — Part of the First Christian
507 Olive Street:
J.
W.
Pitman,
over
I
fight
and
day,
to
paper out each
always seem
Chtuth seems to be peeking through one • of the burned
understand one day they had to getting to read it first when it "We saw the fire from,the house,
windows of the Murray Ledger & Times building.
just as we did the clinic fire a few
Photo by Jim Rector
go to Paris because of a comes. I'm thankful they are
years ago, and I was totally
breakdown in the Mayfield press keeping right on putting it out,
surprised when they got out a
in order to get the paper printed. because if we didn't have it
paper that very same day.
"Their rebuilding effort will coming to the house regularly
"And Tuesday's paper, put out
be a big undertaking, but `I'm every day, we would really miss
only three days later, showed a
sure everyone in the community it."
• • •
quality almost equal to that of the
will help in any way they can. I
paper before the fire, and that in
former
Williams,
of
Bank
the
(Jim)
at
here
James
know we
itself is remarkable under the
Murray will. We can't help but editor and publisher of the paper:
circumstances.
admire the total effort of The "The fire was a terrible thing. I
"Murray and Calloway County
Ledger people — coming in don't believe I have ever seen a
is fortunate to have a paper of The
during the early hours of a newspaper burn, and I hope I
Ledger's quality for a town this
Saturday morning, picking up never see another one.
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — The
"But I think the thing that hurt size, and the way it is coming back
the pieces and never missing a
after this disaster is a real tribute
Howmet Aluminum Corp. of
beat in getting out a paper. That me the most was standing by that
to the caliber of its people and to
Greenwich, Conn., will begin
is truly commendable, and we alley window the day after the fire
their dedication."
operations early next year at a
all take great pride in wliat they and seeing that beautiful press, of
• • •
two other construction firms, with Hawesville. mill that has been
,MEMPHIS, Tenn. (AP) — A
have accomplished since the which we were so proud when it
conspiring to rig bids on the closed since 1979.
Popeye Ross, Ross's Standard federal judge has fined a West
fire."
was installed, just totally
• • • •
contract so the Union City Paving
Howmet has negotiated a leasedestroyed. Why, it will cost more Station: "I didn't know a thing Tennessee construction firm
day,
next
the
until
fire
Co. would receive the contract for purchase agreement with the
the
about
bids
alone.
rig
of
that
to
;80,000 for conspiring
than $250,000 to replace
Paul Mansfield, president
road work on Tennessee 45 in aluminum division of the National
"It was gratifying, though, to and my first reaction was, "What on a $203,000 state road contract
the Murray Lions Club: "This
local
a
for
do
to
going
are
Weakley and Gibson counties.
earth
on
Steel Corp. for the plant. The
given to a Union City, Tenn., firm
was one of the most tragic things feel the issue was not one of
On Tuesday Wellford fined Ken- company has an option to buy the
ever to happen to Murray, but I gloom, but one of positive action. paper?' My wife, Gretchel, said, in 1976.
Tenn Construction Co. $65,000 and facility after the two-year lease
U.S. District Judge Harry
have known Walt Apperson and That sort of defeatism reaction 'How are we going to know what's
is
paper
the
that
now
its president, Maxwell F. McDade expires.
on
going
Hadley
newspaper
long
J.A.
a
the
for
the
ordered
in
known
McCutcheon
Wellford
Gene
just isn't
gone?'
Jr., $16,000 in the case. He ordered
About 125 people will be on the
Construction Co. of Humboldt to
time and I wasn't what you business, because you simply
was,
it
there
then
"But
McDade to serve 30 days in a payroll when production begins
the
they
by
wayside.
fine.
fall
when
can't
pay the
would call `surprised'
next January. Howmet also hopes
Jackson area halfway house.
Then, in an unusual move,
"There was no question but that delivered that afternoon right on
put out that paper even while the
us.
surprised
really
That
time.
the
of
publish.
to expand by adding a cast house
son
Wellford gave the
place was still burning.
they would continue to
The other defendants are the — a furnace where metal is
Why, they could have missed company's deceased founder "
"It is a good feeling to know The question was 'how," and
Union City firm and a partner in alloyed.
that our local paper is in the that's the attitude of a winner. It several days and no one would one year suspended sentence and
have said a word, knowing about said J.A. Hadley Jr. would have to that company, Leonard W.
Another 125 to 175 jobs would
hands of people who recognize was never a question of whether
the fire, but, no, they just went serve the term if the $80,000 fine is London. Wellford is to sentence result from the expansion.
their responsibility in providing or not it could be done, but how."
London and the company Sept. 11.
• • •
ahead and kept putting it out not paid within six months.
Commerce Secretary Bruce
the people with the news and
without missing a beat. I think
Hadley was never charged in
Calloway County Judge
who will go to such extremes to
All the defendants pleaded Lunsfoni said Wednesday that the
guilty June 16, the same day the state offered Howmet no
fulfill it. We can only praise Executive Bob Miller; "My first that is just great, and we can all the case.
be proud of them. We enjoy it very
U.S. Attorney Hickman Ewing criminal complaint was filed inducements to move into
them for their dedication."
reaction to the fire was that it
•••
much and look forward to reading Jr. said it is possible Wellford
Hawesville.
against them.
would be a terrible thing if
Dr. Ray Mofield, Department Murray and Calloway County it each day. It would have been a meant the sentence for Hadley as
a form of contempt of court if the
of Journalism, Radio-Television didn't have a daily paper, and I great loss not to have had it."
• • •
everyone's
Univeslity:
fine is not paid.
was
it
that
State
at Murray
felt
"We're doing a little research to
"My first reaction to The responsiblity to assist in getting . Mayor Melvin B. Henley: "The
Ledger's loss was one of them back on the street and to fire is another in a series of see how the (sentencing) order
overpowering sadness, for that help make the transition as easy catastrophies which have should be worded," Ewing said.
A new copy deadline policy has been adopted by the Murray
happened to Murray over the past
Wellford said Wednesday that
was where I started in as possible.
Ledger & Times staff.
"That's why we in county few years. Communications in a the sentence for Hadley would be
journalism in the fall of 1940.
Copy and photos submitted for publication must be turned in
Then I thought of all those government got out Sunday community is the lifeblood of the withdrawn if found to be illegal.
and
to
the newspaper office no later than the afternoon prior to
community
the
of
fabric
very
'Pete'
E.J.
president
ana
Company
desks
words
hauled
and
and
Pictures
aftepoon
of
,c
thousands
publication. The staff also reserves the right to edit all
Tim to their temporary office to disruption in this fabric causes Stricklin, who is a defendant in the
of Murray and Calloway County
materials. All copy becomes the property of the Ledger &
problems in understanding in the bid-rigging case, was fined $5,000
help them get geared up again.
history going up in smoke.
Times.
Wednesday and ordered to serve
"You can't help but admire the community.
"Then, when they came out
All photos turned in to the newspaper will be available to be
"Everyone ought to be eight weekends in a Jackson,
picked up by submitters.
apprerallye of the efforts the Tenn.,area halfway house.
Necessary changes in the Ledger & Times' policy were
The Hadley firm and Stricklin
(Caatinued 9n Page 12-A)
made to assist the editorial staff in meeting earlier deadlines
were charged in June, along with
created after Saturday's fire which resulled in the paper being
printed in out-of-town locations.

By M. C. Garrott
and
Debbie N. Lee
Newspaper people are a
dedicated, determined,
resourceful breed in
themselves, and, apparently,
the people of Murray weren't too
surprised last Saturday when
The Murray Ledger di Times
was delivered to their homes
while the ruins of its plant were
still smoldering on North 4th
Street in the aftermath of one of
the city's most disastrous fires.
This was reflected foremost in
comments made by several
members of the community
contacted at random as the
initial shock of the loss wore off.
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Deadlines Changed

Guild To Offer
Painting Class •

inside today
today's index

The Murray Art Guild will offer
an eight-week painting class,
beginning Saturday, Sept. 12, and
continuing through Oct. 31.
The class will meet from 9:30 to
11:30 a.m. each Saturday under
the instruction by Mary
Fuhrmann. She holds a B.A. and
M.A. from George Peabody
College, Nashville, Tenn. and has
done post-graduate work at.
Boston University at Tanglewood,
Lenox, Mass., and the University
of North Carolina, Chapel Hill.
Fuhrmann has taught art in
public and private schools. She
was an art instructor at Tusculum
College, Greeneville, Tenn. and

Mary Fuhrmann

••-• •
.
'

-

•••• ••

•• 1.

has taught in the Greeneville Art
Guild and the Murray Art Guild.
She has exhibited in Tennessee
(including a one-person show in
Nashville), Texas
Massachusetts,and Murray.
The guild course will emphasize
elements and principles of design
as well as the development of each
person's ideas and potential as a
painter, working at bis or her own
pace.Either oil or acrylics may be
used and beginners are especially
welcome.
(The fee for the Guild members
will be $30, 9nd ,for non-members
$35. Persons may register by
calling 753-4059 or 753-1867.
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Mostly cloudy with a chance of
showers and possibly a
thunderstorm today. Highs in the
low 80s. Any showers ending early
this evening and becoming partly
cloudy tonight. Lows tonight in the
mid 60s. Locally dense fog early
Friday. Otherwise, partly sunny
with highs in the low to mid 80s.
Winds light and variable today
and tonight, becoming northerly
10 to 15 mph on Friday.- Chance of
rain 40 percent today, diminishing
to less than 20 percent tonight.

•
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Rainey'6 2ay

Community Events Listed
Thurmias.,:iirpt.3
Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will open the
club year with a meeting at 1 p.m.
at the club house.
Murray Women of the Moose
will meet at 8 p.m. at the lodge
hall.

fif•

t
Ellis Center will be open from 10
a.m. to 3 p.m. for activities by the
Senior Citizens with lunch at 12
noon. For transportation call 7530929 between 8:30 and 9 a.m.
Hazel and Douglas Centers will
be open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by the senior citizens
with lunch at Hazel at 11:45 a.m.
and at Douglas at 12 noon.

4

HEAVY
METAL

Ends Teats* 7:05,9:15
UNDER THE RAINBOW")
STARTS TOMORROW
Fall in love
all over again.

THE BEUE
bAGOONrro
.L7
•CTOMIS RIBA •111

CAROL BURNETT

A UNIVERSAL
RELEASE

Anag.

DON'T YOU WISH
iYOU WERE ARTHUR?
Liza
Dudiey
Minnelli
Moore
'

•i

Thursday,Sept. 3
Alpha Mu Chapter of Epsilon
Sigma Alpha International will
meet at the home of Hazel Cowin
at 7 p.m.

Kenlake Arts and Crafts
Festival will open at the Kenlake
State Park.

.
Friday,Sept. 4
Mothers Morning Out will be
held at 9 a.m. at the First Christian Church.

Events at land Between the
Lakes will include Snakes Alive at
2 p.m. at Center Station and
Children's Frame Workshop from
1 to 4 p.m. at The Homeplace-1850.

Hazel and Douglas Centers will
be open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for
activities by the Senior Citizens
with lunch at Hazel at 11:45 a.m.
and at Douglas at 12 noon.

Trigg County High School
Alumni Picnic will be at 6:30 p.m.
at the high school cafeteria.

by Johnny Paycheck,
Co c
Sunday,Sept.6
Stonewall Jackson and T-LongB
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Billington
Band will be at 8 p.m. at the West will be honored with a reception in
Kentucky Livestock and Exposi- celebration of their 50th wedding
tion Center, College FarinRoad, anniversary from 2 to 4 p.m. at the
Murray. Tickets are $10 each.
Fellowship Hall of the First
Baptist Church.
Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Magic of The
Howard and Brown Reunion will
Night at 7 and 8 p.m. at the Golden be held at 12 noon at the first
Pond Visitors Center, and Rough shelter in the new MurrayFish Utilization from noon to 4 Calloway County Park. For
p.m. at Center Station.
information call 759-4940.
Organizational meeting of the
short term program designed to
prepare persons for positions in
retial business through the combined efforts of vocational education and the CETA Displaced
Homemakers Center will be held
at 9 a.m. at the Marshall County
Area Vocational Center. Actual
CLASS TIME WILL BEGIN Sept.
8.

V

The most fun money Can IStA

erthuro

Chestnut St •753-3314
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Second event of the Scheriffius
reunion will be a potluck meal at 1
p.m. at the old part of the MurrayCalloway County Park.
Annual Homecoming of Land
Between the Lakes will be held at
the Walter Bilbrey Place (across
from the Buffalo Pasture). Lunch
will be served at approximately
12:45p.m.

ROSS BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Ross of
Dexter are the parents of a baby
boy, Robert Henry III, weighing
nine pounds 2''2 ounces, born on
Monday, Aug. 3, at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Ross of Dexter and Mr.
and Mrs. William Miller of
Benton. Great grandparents are
Mrs. Maria Fricia and the late
Giuseppi Fricia of Detroit, Mich.,
the late Hardin and Gennie Ross
of Dexter, William C. Miller and
the late Loretta Miller of Grosse
Point Farms, Mich., and the late
Arthur A. and Harriet Nantz of
Benton.

A DEADLY COMBINATION
RRRRRICTItto
- 1151011 .CCO•141MO1
'IOW OS Oat? 6j•Ifkl.

will be a free interpretation of the increasingly complex and
map of the state, with a sunrise on competitive, and that they now
the east and sunset on the west.
resemble gymnastic routines.
Bobby sells his woodworkings However, gymnasts typically
all over the United States, and compete in warm, well-lighted
they appear in many shows of arts gyms with proper equipment,
by professionals often spon.red pads to break any falls, and few
by American Arts Council.
distractions. Cheerleaders, on the
His wife, Carol, works
r other hand, often perform
Watkins and Bobby designed the outdoors in unfavorable weather
interior for that store. His studio is in front of unpredictable crowds.
large and has that wonderful Because serious back injuries
smell of wood.
are a potential danger, several
Bobby, Murray is glad you athletic associations have
moved back home, and we can recommended discontinuing
claim you as our own.
pyramid formations higher than
To coin a phrase from Dr. two levels and the use of
Timothy Johnson, the following miniature trampolines.
article from Better Homes and The American Academy of
Gardens is a "health update." Pediatrics says cheerleaders need
This needs to-be said:
the same safeguards as other
Cheerleading:
athletes do, such as proper
A Call For Caution
conditioning, adequate practice
Cheerleading, once regarded as facilities, competent coaching,
strictly entertainment, is fast and medical supervision.
developing into a sport in its own
-Lynne Lamberg
right. As a result, physicians want
to see more precautions taken to
prevent injuries.
An estimated 5,000 students,
mostly young women, suffer
cheerleading injuries each year at
the nation's 35,000 high schools
and at many colleges and
universities. Strains, sprains,
contusions, abrasions, and
fractures lead the list.
A report in The Physician and
Sportsmedicine says cheerleading
routines are becotning

We'll have a
real fit with

x, Mother
GQ0Si
Shoes)

_

K
SIiIERAN #FNItA tN
42071
PHONE 502.753-7401

THE AUGUST "Yard'of the Month" chosen by
the Garden Department of the Murray Woman's
Club was the home of Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Smith
of 903 Fairlane Drive. Mr.Smith cares for the lawns
which are lovely from every view, a department
spokesman said.

8-25-81

Newborn Admissions
Darnell, Baby Boy ( Linda ), 1702
Ninth annual "Super Shdw" will Ridgewood, Murray.
Rogers, Baby Boy Tammy),rt.
be held at 4 p.m. at the New
Providence Riding Club. 7 Bx.73, Mayfield.
Dismissals
Admission will be $1 per person
Mrs. Florence J. West,D22 Mur.
with under 6 free. Concession
stand will be open. In case of Cal. Apts., Murray, Arvin HilL.Rt.
severe weather the show will be 1 Bx. 199, Dexter,Eva J. Timmons
held at the Murray State Expo and Baby Girl, Rt. 4, Benton, Mrs.
Mary E. Stubblefield and Baby
Center.
Boy, 512 S. 12th, Murray, Mrs.
Square and round dancing will Mary L. Wealcs, P. 0. Bx. 28,
be held at 7:30 p.m. at the Mayfield.
Mrs. Sandra K. Swatzell, 1133
Woodmen of the World Hall.
W. Broadway, Mayfield,
Alcoholics Anonymous and Jacquelyn J. Adamson, 104
Alanon will meet at 8 p.m. at the Fairview, Paris, Tenn., Sherrie E.
Mills, Rt. 1 Bx. 291A, Almo, Mrs.
Livestock and Exposition Center.
Alice Rouse, 1706 Plainview,
Murray, Mrs. Mavis Gibbs, Rt. 4
Open 7:00-Start 7:30
Bx. 78, Murray, Mrs. Lottie
Garner, 719 Riley, Murray,
NMI"
Martin L. Hansen, 520 Elm,
Clinton.

By RAMEY APPERBON

That's because we re professionals when it comes to
fitting your child's feet with
the proper shoes

HOSPITAL NEWS

thru 'Thurs.

R.

Last Friday was not your usual
- run of the mill "Rainey's Day."
Last Friday I was initiated into
Chi Omega sorority, at the same
-time, our daughter, Linda Bailey,
wa,s initiated into Chi Omega
Sorority.
Let me start at the beginning.
When I was at Western Kentucky
State College, back in the olden
days, we had social clubs, not
sororities. BUT, when
the
sororities came to the Hill in 1965,
the club I was in when I was in
school, became Chi Omega.
The girls in Chi 0 were looking
back in the old records, found my
name, called and said,"Come on,
be initiated with Linda Bailey."
Naturally,I agreed.
All I can say is that it was a neat
experience-and very touching.
+++
For a small western Kentucky
town, Murray certainly does have
its share of celebrities. In M. C.
Garrott's column last week, he
mentioned two of them, Mel
Purcell and Eddie Schwettman.
Another celebrity who lives down
the road from me on Wisyiell Road
is Bobby Falwell.
Bobby. a 37-year-old wood
sculptor, has just won a statewide competition for a sculpture
for the Kentucky Department of
Library and Archives' new
building in Frankfort. Bobby will
do a 24-foot long sculpture made
/tom wood cut in Kentucky, and it

Wranglers Riding Club will ride
Events in Land Between the
at8 p.m.at the riding club.
Lakes will include Raptor
Conservation at 2 p.m. at Cener
Saturday,Sept.5
Station, and Homeplace Wedding
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Rose at 2 p.m. at The Homeplace-1850.
will be honored at a reception in
celebration of their 50th wedding
anniversary from 3 to 5 p.m. at
The movie,"The Hiding Place,"
Bentley's Restaurant, West side of
will
be shown at6 p.m. at the First
the court square. This will be after
Church. The public is
Christian
closing hours at the business.
invited.
Scherffius Reunion will open
with an ice cream supper at 6:30
p.m. at the Community Room of
the North Branch of the Peoples
Bank.

ONE OF THE PEST
THINGS THAT INES
HAPPENED IS ASOUT
TO HAPPEN AGAIN

,

SHOE

eizz, in.

YOUR ESTEE LAUDER OFFER
The Makeup Expert's Beauty Tray

A 38.00 VALUE
Yours for 10.00 with any Estee Lauder purchase of 6.50
or more.

1

Treat yourself to a professional
kind of beauty. Estee Lauder's
gathered all the tools, colors, fragrances you'll need in this great
tray. Included:
Polished Performance
Liquid Makeup
Makeup Sponge
Color Wash
Eye Contouring Pencil
luscious Creme Mascara
Eyelash Comb
RE.NUTRIV Rich Rich Lipstick
Youth-Dew Body Sotinee
Youth-Dew Eau de Port urn Spray

1k,

WE'RE GUARDING YOU
FROM A NEW OUTPOST.

hanged out address. Now we can serve your territory
heti'.1 114111 t• II We t an provide you with excellent auto, .
hi tincownet s health mill other t overages that nittet your insurance
nee(k
anti hat k them with prompt, lair claim service. 1

sip %mind 01(.1.111 ‘Ve'rt. ready to ride with you.

3

Ickmrert

6

ORDER FORM

To receive THE MAKEUP
EXPERT'S BEAUTY TRAY for
10 00 with any Estee louder
purchase of 6.50 or more,
see order form. Come- in
from Monday. Aug. 24
through Saturday. Aug. 29.
Phone or mail us your 'order
on the attoehed form. Offer
expires Aug. 31. 1981. All
products mode in U.S A.
Prices subject to change
without notice. Offer good
while supply lasts One to a

Treatment

1_ Tender Creme
Cleanser
4 oz.

8.50

2. Swiss Pe-rforming
Extract
7/8 oz.
1 3/4 oz.
3 1/4 oz.

10.50
18.50
28.50

CUS?(IMPr

FFUERAL
KEMPIR
INSURAN(
COMPANY

Bob Phoney Insurance
Agency
"
201 So. 5th
7S3-4937

2

Nome
Address
City

Makeup
3. Lustrose Creme Mascara
7.50
Lustrous Black Expresso Brown
4. Polished Performance
Lipstick
6.50
Paris Brick Winegarden
Fragrance
5. Youth-Dew Eau de Parfum
Spray, 2.25oz.
12.50
6. White Linen Parfum Spray 1.75 oz.

Stare

Zip

•
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'0•••••ePritchard-Young Weddings•oescialma*

Supper Recipe
Is Released

Mr. and Mrs. John E. Pritchard
of Lynn Grove announce the
engagement and approaching
Marriage of their oldest daughter,
Kelly Renee, to Richard Neal
Young, son of Pam Young of
Murray.
The bride-elect is the
granddaughter of the Rev. and
Mrs. Willard Davis of Mayfield,
Walter Pritchard of Mayfield and
Nell Wade of Symsonia.
The groom-elect is the grandson
of Mr. and Mrs. J.R. Mahan of
Murray.
Miss Pritchard is a 1980
graduate of Calloway County High
School and is presently employed
at Murray State University._
Mr. Young is a 1981 gra-tate of
Calloway County High School and
is presently employed at Hendon's
Service Station.
The wedding will be solemnized
on Saturday,Sept. 26, at 6:30 p.m.
at the Salem Baptist Church,Lynn
Grove.
All friends and relatives of the
couple are invited to attend the
wedding and the reception.

By CECILY BROWNSTONE
Associated Press Food Editor
_. BARBECUE SUPPER
Chicken Grill
Fresh Corn
Country Slaw
Rolls
Watermelon
Cold Drinks
CHICKEN GRILL
Asked for a barbecue sauce
for chicken that does not have
a tomato base, we suggest this
one from the University of Minnesota's Agricultural Extension
Service.
10 broiler-chicken halves
2 cups vinegar
12 pound butter
. 2 teaspoons salt
Bring the sauce to a boil and
keep hot on the grill. Barbecue
sauce is usually applied only to
the surface of the bird at
frequent intervals during cooking. However, a better distribution of flavor is obtained
by also marinating the bird in
a barbecue sauce for several
hours before grilling.

Open Fridays
'til 8:30 P.M.

First District
PTA Will Meet
For Dinner

When you decide
• to lose weight,
CALL

DIET CENTER!

Golden Wedding
Event Planned
Mr. and Mrs. Charles W. Rose of
Hazel Route 2 will celebrate their
golden wedding anniversary on
Saturday,Sept. 5,from 3 to 5 p.m.
at Bentley's Restaurant on the
square in Murray, after closing
hours.
All relatives anu friends are
invited to attend the anniversary
occasion.
The special event will be hosted
by their daughter, Mrs. Fred
Wilkerson, ALmo Route 1, and
their granddaughter, Mrs. Cindy
Pritchsconis, U.S. Army,
attached to the Pentagon,
Washington, D.C.
Mr. and Mrs. Rose were
married Sept. 5, 1931, at Paris,
Tenn. Mrs. Rose, the former
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SUITABLE FOR FRAMING
Give yourself the authority and good looks of a finely tailored new suit from Bright's You
will find the hearty textures and colors for o fashionable fall styled in solids & stripes,
single or double breasted, lapels or funnels, pleats or no pleats. We have your suit. 56" to 30".

The PTA has been working for
the welfare, health and education
of children for the past 84 years.
This can only happen with the
support and cooperation of
superintendents and principals.
This dinner is to honor them. The
public is welcome to attend.
Please call 443-1551 or 4434463.

DIET
CENTERs„

T•

;141

i,,,,,,i,

In Ivo.)and 1966,he served as an
Assistant Title I coordinator for
the Ky. Department of Education.
Over the past ten (10) years, he
has developed management
models and leadership training
programs that have been utilized
by various education agencies.
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The reunion of the Howard and
Brown Reunion was held Sunday,
Sept. 6, at 12 noon at the first
shelter in the new MurrayCalloway County Park.
For information persons may
call 759-4940.

Open Frtdoys
ttl 8 30 P
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The dinner will be held at
Paducah Tilghman
Cafeteria.
Speaker for the evening will be
William (Bill) Nallia, executive
director of the Kentucky
Association of School
Administrators. He was born,
raised and educated in the Buffalo
Community of LaRue County. He
has served education at the local
school district level as a coach,
teacher, principal and coordinator
of Federal Programs.
It

Reunion
Was Sunday

212ROW

The First District Parents and
Teachers Association will hold its
second annual appreciation
dinner for school superintendents
and principals Sept. 14, at 7 p.m.

-mod
LitqLs
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Bertha Farris, will be 90 on Dec.6
and is the daughter of the late
Robert and Fredonia Farris. Mr.
Rose was 80 on June 25 and is the
son of the late Buddie and Ondee
Rose.

Alive
Support Sale
by Hanes
Alive'support pantyhose $1.10 off

P.N. Hirsch & Co.
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styles, Ind",coital denim ei:edbzr
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denim, plus cotton twins ossomed

fashion

NO FINANCE CHARGE
FOR OUR LAYAWAY PLAN!
JUST SAY CHARGE IT . . .

bonus of JeRe% iens...a 1/8 oz. parfum plus
a 2 oz. eau de cologne.
Both now onk 15.00
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Two Bridal Events Given
In Honor Of Miss Darnall
Miss Mary Jo Darnall, bride,
elect of David Thorn, has been
honored with two special bridal
events. Parents of the couple are
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn Wade Darnall
and Mr. and Mrs. Jackie Thorn.
The first was a shower held on
Tuesday, Aug. 11, at the Hardin
Community Center with Emma
Edwards, Mary Vick. and Judith

Jodie Concentine
Receires Letter
From Stein brenner
"Big" Jodie Concentine of
Mayfield received a letter from
George Steinbrenner, owner of the
New York Yankees.
Concentine, a long time fan of
the Yankees, is a patient in Room
211 of the Community Hospital,
Mayfield.

Slaughter.
For the occasion the honoree
wore a blue dress with a corsage
of silk flowers.
Her colors of bine and pink were
carried out in the decorations at
the serving table.
Fifty Persons were present or
sent gifts.
A shower was held on Thursday,
Aug. 13 at the Community Room
of the North Branch of the Peoples
Bank with Ann Williams, Clarissa
Thorn, Sherry Garland, Betty
Carroll, Jerlene Miller, Marilyn
Erwin, Peggy Lassiter, and
Bonnie Nelson as hostesses.
The honoree chose to wear an
aqua dress with a white daisy
corsage.
The serving table was decorated
in the bride's colors of blue and
pink.
Sixty-five persons attended or
sent gifts.

6.99
Fall tops in stripes. Some with

Top Reg. 12.99

metalic threads. Three-quarter
sleeves. Double-v, boat-neck, or
flashback. S, M, L.

Shirts Reg. 16.99

7.99

Select from jungleor floral prints.
Fall tones. Short sleeves. S, M, L.

Plaid Shirts Reg. 12.99

6.99

Long sleeve shirts with front
pockets and tab sleeves.
S, M, L.

FreeT-Shirt

Hurry in and receive your
with a
of
10.00
or more!
purcilase
(A 6.00 value!) Limited
quantities! Our free t-shirts
will be given away with a 10.00
or more purchase while
supply lasts.

FREE Behrs T-shirt

Lee and Chic
Jeans
.Reg. 32.00

19.00

Fantastic savings on Lee or
Chic denim or corduroy jeans
with five pocket western
styling. Junior and Misses.

Dean)
Pants
Reg. to 24.99

11.99

Classic pants and new banded leg
styles. Both with pockets and pleats.
Lightweight fall fabrics. Junior and
Misses.

Down's Syndrome Baby
Enriches Parents' Lives

Skirts
Reg. to 23.99

By Abigail Van Buren
two and a half
DEAR ABBY. This letter has taken me
asked you if
who
someone
to
response
in
is
It
write.
years to
baby who
friend's
a
of
birth
the
e
she should acknowledg
Syndrome (monla ad been diagnosed as having Down's
the mother of
golism). Thank you. Abby, for saying, -Yes,
up she can
cheering
and
support
the
all
needs
such a child
get."
the hospital
I read that column the day I came home from baby. But
Syndrome
Down's
newborn
my
Jimmy,
with little
to know,and as
there is so much more that most people need
it:
one who has had that experience, may I say
Jimmy was
Please keep in mind that what happened to
neither is
and
tragedy,
a
not
is
himself
child
tragic. but the
as •
family
our
of
member
loving
a
much
his birth. He is as
little gift to
()in' other children. so do send a card, a note or a
acknowledge his birth.
more
Here are a few suggestions that will help you feel
baby:
comfortable when talking to parents of a Down's
Down's
Please don't ask if "insanity" runs in the family.
hereditary.
rarely
is
and
defect
e
chromosom
a
Syndrome is
vastly
Furthermore, a Down's child is retarded, which is
different from insane.
people
Don't hesitate to ask how he is getting along.Some
because
died)
had
he
though
(as
child
the
avoid mentioning
discuss.
they think the situation is too horrible even to
don't say
When the child seems to be progressing, please
idler all!
retarded
be
won't
maybe
nd
"normalioa
he seems
their
regarding
facts
the
to
up
face
to
New parents need
he is.
special child before they themselves can accept him as
hopes and
By denying his limitations, you encourage false
love him.
or
accept
really
don't
you
that
message
convey the
heart
About a third of all Down's children are born with
defects. Our Jimmy required open-heart surgery. He
survived the operation and is much improved. We thank
been a
God for that, so please don't say it might have
they
"blessing" had he died. And don't express surprise that
"would bother" to operate on such a child.
Please believe the parents when they say that their
special child is a very worthwhile little person, and they are
is
actually glad to have him. While Down's Syndrome
as
nearly
not
is
and
accepted,
be
can
it
for,
wish
to
nothing
catastrophic as it seems the first few weeks.
their
In the beginning, the parents need to talk about
with
feelings. Don't argue. Listen. Let them weep, and weep
baby,
their
about
smile
finally
can
they
them. And when
you smile. too.
Don't refer to the child as "that poor little thing." It hurts
that
me to see people look upon my child with pity and know
the
in
repulsive
not
He's
born.
been
-- they wish he had never
already
least, and I can honestly say that much good has
eldest
come from our little treasure. Our other children(the
because
compassion
and
ng
understandi
learned
is 91 have
y,
of their little brother. We told them the truth immediatel
him.
and they have Itkvad him from the day they first saw
I cannot imagine life without Jimmy_Hr is the sunshine
of our lives.
People don't mean to be insensitive or cruel - they just
don't know how to handle the birth of an exceptional child.
but
I know this is much too long for your column. Abby,
please print as much of it as possible. You will be doing a
tremendous'service to many.
JIMMY'S MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: Your letter filled an entire column. But it was well worth the space. I know I speak
for many when I say "thank you" for writing.
•• *

Everybody needs friends. For some practical tips
on how to be popular, get Abby's Popularity booklet.
Send $1 plus a long,self-addressed stamped(35 cents),
envelope to Abby, Popularity, 12060 Hawthorne
Blvd., Suite 5000, Hawthorne, Calif. 90250.
•

Olympic Torch
Supper Club
Presents

10.99

Thre0 great styles in new fall skirts,
wrap, button-front, and three-pleat.
All in dark polyester and cotton
poplin. Junior and Misses.

Sweater Vests
Reg. 11.99
5.00
Fall colors. 100% acrylic.
S, M. L.

Velour Tops
Reg-..21.99

Reg. 17.99 to 40.00

Fashion Pants
Reg. 24.99

Wool-Blend
Skirts
Reg. 24.99

11.99

Wool-blend skirts in the
season's newest colors
and plaids! Four gore, and
jitterbug styles. Completely
machine washable! Junior
and Misses.

Blazers

a

Reg. 60.00 to 70.00
Unbelievable blazer sale! Unbelievable
savings on: cotton velveteenblazers, wool
tweed, herringbone, and wool-blend solid
blazers. Also, famous name corduroy blazers.
All blazers are superbly tailored and fully
lined. Junior andleisses.

s
9 hose Sale
Panty

Turtle Neck Reg.11.99 - -5.00

Fall Hosiery Spectacular!
Select Control-top, full'
support, all-in-one, all nude
sandalfoot.

ith Danny Coleman at The Piano
2Price
1
Drinks/
3:30 to 7 p.m.
4 Evening Dining 5-10 p.m.
'
Resenations Suggested
443-7300

••••-•••
•••7"-•

ii

a

I' Happy Hour

Iimar

8.99

A fall fashion basic. Polyester
gabardine pants in autumn
tones: Some belted styles.
Junior and Misses.

Stock up on fashion and save
on beautiful heather plum
separates for work or play.
In our fall collection you'll
find a tailored jacket to pair .
with pants and skirts, and
pretty print blouses. Misses.

Butterfly Style
Reg. 29.99
15.99

The Vince tluffman
All Stars Quartet
On Thurs.,Sept. 3rd,
Sextet on Fri. & Sat.
Sept. 4 & 5. S5.00 Cover On
Fri. & Sat.
qpen 11 a.m. til 2 p.m.

H.621 mile east of Paducah, Ky.

_9.99

Stripes and solids in many
styles. Some with novelty
trim. S. M, L.

Misses Russ®
Coordinate
Group
1/3 Off

Wool-blend, washable, turtleheck in dark
solids. S. M. L.

pr. If Reg. 2.50 pr.

•LIMIt 6 pr. per person.

Central Sing Center - Murray 153-1931
•

Labor Day Sale Hrs. Su. Sept. 61111,5
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In Season
By Ken Wolf
If you have ever wondered
about (or been dismayed by) the
level of nationality found in public
statements by political leaders,
these words may explain why
such statements are not
analytical:
Politicians tend to regard words
as verbal and temporary, rather
than written and permanent.
Articulation, not analysis, is the
coin of their kingdom.
Written (not spoken) by Doris
Kearns, biographer of Lyndon
Johnson, author of Lyndon
Johnson and the American Dream
(1976).

Inside Report

1

Quiet
Advice
WASHINGTON — Menahem
Begin is being quietly advised by
American friends with access to
the Oval Office that Ronald
Reagan will be personally
affronted if the prime minister of
Israel uses his state visit here next
week to campaign against the
president's decision to sell
AWACS planes to Saudi Arabia.
That admonition to one of the
world's toughest leaders, not
famed for pulling his punches,
suggests how large the political
stakes are in Begin's first meeting
with Reagan. If Begin disregards
advice from his American friends
and takes his antiu-AWACS case
to the American people, recent
U.S.-Israel differences could
deteriorate into a serious split.
That prospect worries the
highest levels of the Reagan
administration. It led one senior
official to tell us privately: "If
Begin's lobbying defeats the
AWACS deal, he will have won the
battle but he'll lose the war and
he'll pay a helluva price for it."
Even the most, ardent
supporters of Israel, who fully
endorse Begin's warnings that
Saudi Arabia ould threaten Israel
if it gets the five AWACS, are
passing word to Jerusalem: Cool
it, Menahem, cool it. One such
supporter is conservative
Republican senator Roger
Jepsenu ofjowa, who just signed a
"Dear Colleague" letter seeking
new backers for the Senate
resolution to kill the deal. Jepsen
told us: "Begin ought to say nothng about the AWACS deal
while he is here except that it's a
matter for the president and
congress to determine."
Similar advice in softer
language is flowing to Begin in a
stream of American Jewish
leaders and politicians who have
traveled to Jerusalem to see him
just before his visit. Democratic
senator Howard Metzenbaum of
Ohio, one of the most influential
Jewish leaders in Congress; Max
Fisher, the Detroit Industrialist
who plays a potent background
role on Jewish affairs with the
Republican Party; Tholnas Dine,
head of the American Israel
Public Affairs Committee, and
Howard Squadron, a foremost
leader in the American-Jewish
community, all have counseled

Begin in recent days.
The message: The odds are 5050 that a majority of senators will
join a huge anti-AWACS vote in
the House and kill the deal. The
warning: If it is killed, forget
about special new aid for Israel
that the Reagan administration
has conditionally promised.
That new aid could prove
crucial to Israel's economy. As an
offset to the AWACS sale, Reagan
has promised to give Israel about
a half-billion dollars in military
sales besides the $1.4 billion
already programmed. The
president also is offering to ease
restrictions on Israel's right to
manufacture weapons from U.S.
patents, partly for sale abroad —
a foreign currency earner of great
importance to Israel.
Begin's reaction to the counsel
he is getting from his American
friends has been muted. He could
face a difficult political problem
here if he does not make a strong
anti-AWACS case, a problem not
with Reagan or top Jewish leaders
but with the rank-and-file of
American Jews. The anti-AWACS
campaign has been the dominant
issue in Jewish political activity
the past three months. Any sign of
a Begin retreat from his antiAWACS hard line would• sow
confusion.
'If it (the AWACS sale) goes
through," wrote the authritative
New York Jewish Post Aug. 21,
"the defeat can seriously affect
the ability of the Jewish
community to nfluence (future)
political decisions involving
Israel." That is an appeal for
continued high pressure from the
prime minister.
Jewish leaders close to national
politics disagree with the
newspaper. Defeat of the AWACS
sale, they tell us privately, would
be a momentary setback, without
lingering damage.
Scholars of Menahein Begin say
he would never bend on a matter
he regards as crucial to Israel's
security, but he might be willing
to take the advice of his American
friends and play his Washington
scene coolly, recognizing the costs
of overkill. Those costs could be
prohibitively high, with Ronald
Reagan himself enforcing
payment.
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Garrott's Galley

At the luncheon following the
Boy Scout museum signing the
other day at Murray State, I had,
the privilege of sitting across the
table from retired Army Col. Bob
Koob of Hopkinsville. He had been
in the Army for 32 years before his
retirement.
As you would expect, the
conversation was altogether Boy
Scouts at virtually every table,in
the Great Room of the Pogue
Special Collections Library.
Ours was no exception.
Everyone around it had been a
Scout at one time or another.
Colonel Koob is still active in
Scouting and is a commissioner in
the Hoplcinsville area. He also is a
fitting example of the deep
commitment so many of the
volunteer workers have for the
movement. They really take it
seriously.
+++
The colonel got to telling about a
time in 1941 when, as a young
Scoutmaster, he set out the bitter
cold Delember night to help
deliver baskets of Christmas
cheer to the needy.
There was one Scout in
particular whom he wanted to go
with him since the boy knew more
about where to deliver the baskets
than he did. He had to go by the
boy's home to pick hint up.
When he knocked at the door of
the Scout's home, the boy's father
answered his knock. "The man
was soused to the gills," he
laughed, "He was so pie-eyed he
could hardly' stand. Why, he
wasn't three sheets in the wind.
He was four sheets in it!;"
Although he and the boy, who
was extremely embarrassed by,
his father's condition, tried to
excuse themselves and be on their
way,the father kept insisting that
Colonel Knob have a Yuletide
To The Editor:
came back to us in the form of drink with him.
+++
I see the news media is having a Bombs on Pearl Harbor.
"He simply wouldn't let me go
field day on- many of the news
Russian built SU-22's attack two
stories by these syndicated of our F-14's 60 miles off the coast without taking a drink with him,"
writers, especially on world of Libya. True! These two Lybyan he said. "He kept pulling at my
affairs. I didn't know if it is to planes were shot down and our arm so I couldn't get away without
keep us on our toes, or is it pilots were absolutely right in just jerking away.
"Now,I was really on the spot,"
sensational journalism.
what they done. Once again, a
I feel quite sure that Russia will third rate power using weapons he went on. "There I was in my
,not involve this country, as I'm and arms supplied by a major Boy Scout uniform and in the
presence of one of my best Scouts.
sure these United States have no power.
intention of invading the Soviet
Now we are selling A.W.A.C.S. Can't you imagine what could
Union. But by the same token, I to Saudi Arabia and this too will have happened if I had taken that
believe these two major powers not work for the best interests of drink dressed in that uniform!
Why, it would have been
will some day soon be drawn into • this country. I wonder which
World War III and the total nation will be next on the list to be disgraceful! But I simply couldn't
get away from the guy. Then I had
destruction of this earth.
attacked by weapons supplied by
an idea.
I'm like Will Rogers, as I only Russia or the United Srates and
—Okay. I said. 'I will have a
know what I read in the used by a third rate power.
with you — just one not here,
drink
newspapers and these T.V. news
Some small nation is going to
in the bedroom.'And into &nearby
commentators. Therefore, I'm cause a world Holocaust between
bedroom we went. There I
like the majority of the American Russia and America and destroy
stripped down to my shorts, drank
people and cannot understand our this world. Or will the news media
the thing, got dressed again and
foreign policy, if indeed we have touch off a Global War by blowing
we wmesoon on our way.
one.
up some incident by words. Yes! I
We send Israel F-16's and they believe in a strong foreign policy,
in turn bomb the nuclear plant in but I also believe that SALT talks
ABOUT THIS PAGE:
Iraq and then bomb Lebanon. should be started and efforts
Editorials, columns and other
Yes! I realize that Israel is one of made for world peace by banning
opinionated articles on this pave arc
our strongest allies, but on the nuclear weapons. presented for the purpose of
other hand, Iraq and Lebanoh are
Alex Pall
providing a forum for the free
allies of Russia.
Pxchange of differing I pinions
Rt. 3 Box 13W
Murray,Ky.
We at The Murray Ledo &
Reagan opposes our western 42071
allies when they participate in the
• Times strongl• believe that to !imit
onoonnated artu it's to ipnl•. those
3500 mile Siberean pipe line
WRITE A LETTER
whir.h parallel the editorial
project and it's a dangerous
Letters to the editor are welcomed
philosonfi) of this newspaper would
dependence of ourallies on Soviet -and encouraged. All letters must be
disserVire to uui readers
energy supplies. Yet! This signed by the writer and the writer's
l'herefore. we eniouravi• &ler.
country is going to sell Russia 100 address and phone number Must be
hi. do not agree w Ph an' editorial
pipe laying machines, as Russian included for verification. The phone
stand or the ideas presented t) an
says none of these machines will number will not be published.
individual a riter in a rolunn. in
be used on the Siberea to Europe.
Letters should be typewritten and
*,t her article. to respoind with their
pipe line. Who is kidding whom?
double-spaced whenever possible
eV1111.
1A I in
the part', ular issues
We expect our allies, to use and Should be on topes of general
being dist ussed aIth a letter to the
editor
restraint in trade with Russia. All interest.
lit the same token if an is-ue has
this is well and good. But we too
Editors reserve the right to
not been discussed on thi• page and
should • be using that some condense or reject any letter and
a reader feels that the issue merits
restraint when dealing with a limit frequent writers.
the—Mention of the 6.9•itei.il public
country that some day will be at
Address corrtspondence to:
a divine a letter to the editor or
war with rm. Our U.S. firms did Editor, The Murray - Ledger &
an authoied artil le 011 14 hate% et that
the same thing with the Japanese. Times, Box 32, Murray, Ky. 42071.
topic might be. •
We sold theth all our steel and it•
-

Field Day
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By m. c. Garrott
ti

Scout Workers Committed To
Uniform and the Movement

Letter To The Editor
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"But I can truthfully say to this
day that I have never done
anything to disgrace that
uniform."
A few minutes later, he
chuckled with a twinkle in his eye
as he said, "But come'to think of
it, that was a bitter cold night, and
that drink did help keep me from
freezing."
+++
There'll be a new look in Murray
State basketball this coming
season:
.It'll be Head Coach Ron
Greene. Have you, seen him
lately? Ron has taken off 22
pounds and looks great slimmed
down.
His wife, Ailene, has been
following a Weight Watchers
program for the past several
weeks, cooking all those special
dishes, and Ron has been
hitchhiking along, doing
everything she does and eating
what she eats.
"You know, I'm pretty
bullheaded about something once
I make up my mind to do it,- he
said the other day as several of us
were enviously admiring his
trimmed down figure, -and I
honestly believe I have changed
my eating habits for life.
"Did you know," he went on,
"that meat is 50 percent fat right
off the top?"
The coach, whose love for
cookies — especially Ore° cookies
— is widely known, laughingly
bemoaned having to give up his
sweets.
"Man!" he exclaimed. "You
could give me a half-gallon of milk
and a package of Oreo cookies and
I could go to town. But not any

'

more. Why, that kind of eating
could kill you — eventually."

Kentucky Close-up
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Nathaniel John Balthazar
Bumppo hasn't changed much
since the days he was known as
John Dean.
He's standing, not running, for
office again.
"Running is a bad word when
applied to politicians. Sounds like
they're trying to get away from
somebody."
He's still controversial.
"People either love me or they
hate me. I've got to find enough of
the former to get me elected. in
November."
He's .not a best-selling author
yet. "The only book I wrote has
sold about 500 copies. It's small,
easy to read and easy to steal.
Why buy a copy when you can
borrow the one your friend had?"
Bumppo's other literary
achievement was a Esquire
magazine article that he put
together several years ago to
explain his odd name.
It was legally acquired in 1974 to
keep Bumppo, then John Dean,
from being confused with the John
Dean of Watergate fame.
"I was the target of too many
jokes, too many snide remarks,so
I switched," said Bumppo, known
to his friends as "Natty."
•,
There is a Natty Bumppo in
James Fenimore Cooper's novel,
"The Deerslayer," but the new
Bumppo said he hadn't read it and
picked the name from a book
about former President Richard
Nixon.

Business Mirror
NEW YORK (AP) — An,
economic trap snares even the
most adroitly planned economic
decisions these days, and leaves
individuals, industry and the
president of the United States at a
loss to do anything about it.
It is likely to force on President
Reagan the unpleasant
alternatives of reducing the size of
military buildup he promised or
reneging on his promise to
balance the federal budget.
And force on the Federal
Reserve the painful alternatives
of a tight money policy that could
force many bankruptcies, or
easing up and thus risking the
possibility that inflation will roar
out of control.
Carmakers have similar
dilemmas, as demonstrated by
their actions in announcing price
increases on 1982 models, even
while watching current sales
shrivel because potential buyers
feel they cannot afford cars.
Individuals know about nasty
choices. Would-be homebuyers
must decide whether to buy now,
and face payments beyond their
means, or delay and possibly
watch prices grow faster than
their paychecks.
Automobile owners in growing
numbers,face a difficult choice.
To trade in the old car for a new
one would mean big monthly
installments. To retain the old car
might mean budget-wrecking
repair bills.
Small-business proprietors are
increasingly confronted with the
no-win decision of whether to
absorb growing costs in order to
keep customers, or raise prices
and watch customrs flee to the
nearby chainstore. "
They are often faced wial a
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"I just liked the name. And I
figured if I was going to raise
eyebrows, I might as well do it
with a name I chose."
Bumppo, a native of Rushville,
Ind., worked as a reporter and
topy editor and attended
Northwestern University Law
School.
After graduation, he decided he
wanted to practice in a small town
and settled in Brownsville.
Did his name cause any
problems?
"None. But one of my clients
didn't like it when her 10-year-old
son learned what I'd done • and
wanted to change his name to
Evel Knievel."
Bumppo's popularity spread
and he was elected county
attorney of Edmonson County.His
term is expiring and Bumppo
admits it's been fun and a lot
headaches.
"I've built a reputation for
refusing to issue warrants to
people seeking immediate
punishment for an alleged
offender. Nobody wants a fair
trial for the guy they believe
committed a crime against
them."
Bumppo collided with the
Alcoholic Beverage Control Board
two years ago when he refused to
prosecute a bootlegging case that
the agency had developed in his
county.
"Trying to enforce the
bootlegging law in a dry county is
a silly game and I didn't want to
play it," he said.
"It's a game in which
corruption flourishes and in which
property, reputations and lives,
including those of law
enforcement officers, are
endangered needlessly."
Bumppo was brought before the
Prosecutors Advisory Council, the
governing body for Kentucky's
prosecutors, which had the power
to replace him with a special
prosecutor.
"The council didn't have enough
votes to force me off the
bootlegging case. But I had made
my point and stepped aside. I've
continued to disqualify myself
from these cases for a year or so."
His eye now is on the
Legislature and the House seat in
the 19th District, where he is
opposed by the Republican
incumbent and a Democrat.
"I'm campaigning as an
Independent, naturally."
If he doesn't win, Bumppo,at 41,
has an alternative.
"You can't tell it from my
checkbook but I'll still be in
private practice."

particularly difficult personnel
decision too: forced to pay 25
percent interest rates for
inventories, they must consider
laying off old-time employees that
have almost become family.
Big business has to decide
whether to borrow at record-high
rates for improvements that will
make them competitive
tomorrow; or save costs,
concentrate on looking good now,
and let tomorrow take care of
itself.
Throughout the economy, the
alternatives are nasty, but
perhaps nowhere are they more
sharply delineated than in the
White House.
President Reagan suddenly
appears to be faced with a brandnew set of decisions, none of which
can be made without some
damage. Consider:
—To cut projections for military
spending would appear to be
contrary to a fundamental
position of his administration,
Mirrray Ledger & rimes
which is to rebuild the American
SPS3311"
military.
Publisher
Walter L Apperson
—Not to cut would endanger his
Editor
R Gene Mellitchean
The Murray L.edger 4 Times is pubbahed
promises of balancing the budget.
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Reagan Must Move Soon To
Seek Speedup OfDecontrol
WASHINGTON (APY —
President Reagan must move
soon to seek a speedup in
decontrol of natural gas prices or
he will lose the opportunity,
Energy Secretary James
Edwards says.
We have a political window we
can slip into between now an Jan.
1. If we don't do it then, it is king
to make it more difficult because
we will be heading toward the
congressional elections next
year," Edwards said.
President Reagan has been
studying ever since he took office

Your Individual
Horoscope

Frame Drake
FOR FRIDAY,
SEPTEMBER 4,1181
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth
Sign.
ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr.19)TA,
Good will asiicrs you in
business
negotiations.
Unexpected developments
work to your advantage.
Avoid extravagance towards
nightfall.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) bi4a4
Cooperation is the keynote
of success. An afternoon date
may be changed. Selfindulgence could
be
detrimental to your health.
GEMINI
(May 21 toJune 20)
Routine work goes well, but
be on the lookout for an
unexpected break. You'll have
a good time at a family
celebration.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
Domesticity and children's
affairs should keep you
happily occupied. Romance
comes unexpectedlY. Don't go
overboard socially.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug. 22) 412{g
A family member would
very much like to hear from
you. You may get some
surprising news. Financial
prospects should improve
now.
VIRGO
(Aug. 23 to Sept.22)
Unexpected meetings make
this an exciting time.
However, you may find it
difficult to concentrate on the
job. Curb restlessness.
LIBRA
J1.rcl
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
Shopping expeditions lead to
unexpected buys. Thank-you
notes are in order. Be
appreciative of those who
have extended you their
kindness.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
After you catch up with
unfinished tasks, you'll be in
the mood for a quiet gettogether with friends. Be
careful of erratic behavior.
SAGITTARIUS
.04ity
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Important introductions are
likely now. However, don't
forget an old friend who would
like to see you. Avoid a
tendency to exaggerate.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22toJan. 19)
You'll meet some unusual
people. Social life has career
ramifications. Don't take on
more than you can handle.
Curb procrastination.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Career activities are
highlighted. Be on the lookout
for an unusual opportunity.
Originality in methods brings
you additional gains.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20) XQ
'
Meetings with advisers go
well. Be receptive to
viewpoints that differ from
your own. Watch credit-card
spending,if traveling.
YOU BORN TODAY are
creative and practical. You're
a hard worker who will have
business success, yet you're
also drawn to the arts. Music,
sculpture and designing are
some of the fields in which
you'll find happiness. You
have a seriousness of purpose,
but are also inclined to get
depressed. Creative activity
will always provide you with a
suitable outlet for your
emotions. Writing, teaching,'
science and research are
some of the professions which
may appeal to you.

whether to venture into the sticky they will come along."
The proposal recommended to
political issue of accelerating the
decontol of natural gas prices — a Reagan would increase natural
move critics have charged could gas prices each month over the
increase homeowners' bills by as next three years by 1-36th of the
difference between the price of
much as63 percent.
Reagan's Cabinet Council on gas now under control and the
Natural Resources recommended much higher price of an
last month a three-year speedup equivalent amount of oil.
Edwards said such a process
and the lifting of controls on all
correct the problem iin the
would
Under
1985.
1,
Jan.
gas
on
natural
current law, about 50 percent of current law, which was,intended
gas supplies will remain under to bring natural gas up to the price
level of oil but which assumed oil
controls in 1985.
would be selling for $15 a barrel in
president
However, the
deferred making a decision, 1985. Crude oil currently sells for
saying he wanted to confer with about $35 a barrel.
Critics have predicted that
congressional leaders. The
chairmen of the House and Senate homeowners' bills would go up 63
committees that would deal with percent and that 3.4 million jobs
decontrol have said they do not would be lost over the next four
want to take up the issue this year. years in industries dependent on
Rep. John Dingell, [1)-Mich., natural gas if the administration
chairman of the House Commerce is successful in speeding up
and Energy Committee, has said decontrol.
Edwards said DOE studies don't
"deregulation will take place over
predict impacts anywhere near
my dead body."
But Edwards expressed that great. In a report released
confidence in an interview Friday, the department projected
Tuesday that doubting members increases of 30 percent in the first
of Congress can be persuaded to year of accelerated decontrol but
said gas prices would actually be
increase gas prices.
It is in the best interest of the 10 percent lower in 1985.
That would occur, the report
country to get the government out
because higher prices now
said,
the
and
let
marketplace
of the
market work," Edwards said. would stimulate increased
When you convince the people on production and larger supplies of
the Hill that the political fallout is natural gas would work to
not going to be bad, then I think moderate future price increases.
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Three Antennas In One!
VHF • UHF • FM
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19"* Color TV With
Remote
Control and Quartz-Lock
Digital Tuning
By Radio Shack

NOW
ONLY
Low, low price on a real "signal grabber"! Our Super Color Special,
with its 600 wide-swept elements, captures all the available signal on
every channel—makes color "come alive", sharpens black-and-white.
Attach it to your hi-ti system to pull in strong "reflection-free" FM with
optimum channel separation. Built to withstand extreme weather
conditions—Gold Alodized
.
_ finish protects all metal parts against corrosion. Factory preassembled—just snap elements into position—
install it yourself and save even more. We have all the installation
accessories you may need. Made in USA by Radio Shack! #15-709

INCLUDED! 0
199
Signal Splitter V value
Separates VHF, UHF
and FM signals at your
set Only one downlead
required from the Super
Color Special

Reg.
579.95

• aaconal measure

Simulated TV receptron
Det.very not included

Check Your Phone Book for the Radio/haftStore or Dealer Nearest You

Super-sharp picture,
right now, get 31% superb styling—and
you turn set on/off, off! Remote control lets
and adjust
volume.
Electronic memory
cate programmed scans up or down to lochannels. Automatic
color control, fleshtone
correction, and
color/contrast tracking for
a beautiful color
picture. LED channel
display, 5" oval
speaker Ask about our
limited
Hurry—they'll sell fast at this warranty.
price! #16-220

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION
POICES MAY VARY AT INDIVIDUAL STORES AND DEALERS
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Bills To Toughen l'oeLaws
Approved By State Committee
Under its provisions, anyone who
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — Two
or harvests marijuana
cultivates
bills that would toughen Kentucky
for
selling
would face a one-toof
and
sale
laws on the cultivation
five-year
prison
term and a fine of
marijuana have been approved by $3,000 to $,000.
Government
the interim State
And if the person had 5or more
Committee.
marijuana
plants, a presumption
Currently, state law carries a
would
be
made
that selling the
one-year prison term and a $500 drug was that person's'objective.
fine for a conviction on charges of The intent to sell lesser amounts
manufacturing or selling any would still have to be proven
by a
amount of marijuana.
prosecutor.
introduced
bill
Under a
Both measures were approved
Wednesday by Rep. Herman for pre-filing by the committee,
those,
-Campbellsville,
Ratliff, R
which delayed action on another
penalties would apply only to less bill that would outlaw virtually
marijuana.
than eight ounces of
everything that could be used as
Conviction on charges involving drug paraphernalia.
carry
greater amounts would
Dr. Jack Berberich of Boone
felony penalties under Ratliff's County, president of the Tri-State
bill, with a prison term ranging Drug Rehabilitation and
from one to five years and a $00 Counseling Program, appeared
to $1,000 fine.
before the committee to speak in
A person over 18 years of age behalf of the bill.
who is convicted of selling
Berberich's son became
marijuana to a minor would face addicted to drugs while in college,
similar penalties under the bill.
he said, and went from "an A
Ratliff's second bill addresses student to one who could not pass
the cultivation of marijuana. spelling."
.
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Our new store has
an 80-year history of
excellence.

Young people are encouraged to
use drugs as a result of peer
pressure, he said, and the items
such as cigarette rolling papers
are readily available for that
purpose.
Most of the committee members
agreed that some legislation on
drug paraphernalia was needed,
but several said the bill proposed
by Rep. BillsMcBee, D-Burlington,
was too general.
Many items used with drugs,
such as scales, also have
legitimate uses, noted Rep. Louis
DeFalaise, •R-Park Hills. Sen.
David Karem, D-Louisville, said
the bill would be unenforceable.
Instead of legislation, Karem
advocated a boycott of businesses
selling the items, and ther
committee approved a resolution
to the Kentucky Retail Federation
urging its members to discontinue
such sales.
The paraphernalia bill will be
considered at the- committee's
final meeting in October.
•••• ,

••
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soon. It's conveniently located in
Olympic Plaza. And we're here to serve
you Monday through Saturday.

Southern Optical has just opened its
first Murray.store and we're pleased to
be partohhiscommunity.Though we're
- new in town,we're a Kentucky company
that's been in the optical profession
for over 80'years. And we're looking
forward to providing you with quality
eyewear, and the expert fitting and
service that's given Southern Optical
its reputation for excellence.
Our manager, Nellie Lewis, is eager
to meet you. So stop by our new store
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Nki want you to shine.

641 No. Olympit Plaza
753-0422
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3

Bonus Special
Choice of 1 With
$12.50 Order
Both With
$25.00 Order
All 3 With
$35.00 Order

Prices Good Sept. 3
Thru Sept. 9
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Public Service Group RecognitPd
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
Administrative Regulation
Review Subcommittee has
reserved itself and decided that
the state Public Service
Commission officially exists.
Until the action Wednesday, the
subcommittee refused to
recognize the creation of the PSC
by Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.'s
executive order.
It reasoned that the 1980
legislature had refused to pass a
bill forming the PSC•to substitute
for two existing utility regulatory
commissions.
However, Franklin Circuit
Court recently ruled that Brown's
order was valid, and even though
the ruling is under appeal, the
subcommittee decided to set aside
its longstanding opposition to the
PSC's existence.
It did so in effect by approving a
a new regulation for small water

companies which was endorsed by
PSC chairman Marlin Volz.
That same regulation was
rejected last June, not on its
merits but because the
subcommittee regarded Brown's
PSC order as invalid.
Rep. William Brinkley, DMaciisonvWe, the subcommittee
chairman, took note of the circuit
court decision, though he said he
disagrees with it.
He also commended Volz for
showing a respectful attitude
towards the legislators by not
ramming through the regulation
in the face of the subcommittee's
opposition.
"We recognize that you could
have gotten all the energy
regulations you wanted,"
Brinkley said.
The law gives the subcommittee
only limited power. For example,
the governor could have arranged
to reissue the rejected regulation

U.S.Intelligence
Reports On
Soviets, Chinese,
WASHINGTON (AP) — New
U.S. intelligence information
shows that Soviet oil production is
booming'but that growing
military expenditures are a drag
on the rest of Russia's economy.
At the same time, according to
congressional testimony released
Wednesday, the Chinese are
lagging in oil production but are
putting civilian needs ahead of
military spending.
The- testimony was given by
officials of the Defense
Intelligence Agency at a July 8
closed session of the
Congressional Joint Economic
Committee's international trade
subcommittee.
The DIA officials said the Soviet
leadership -has apparently opted
for further growth in military
strength as the standard of living
of the population stagnates and
even declines in some areas."
They said "continued growth in
energy production is one of the
few bright prospects in the Soviet
economic future."
The intelligence officials said
Soviet oil production is expected
to continue to experience slow
growth until about 1985 and then
level off. The Soviet Union has an
estimated 80 billion to 85 billion
barrels of accessible oil reserves,
compared with an estimate of 75
billion barrels made in 1977, they
said.

Sen. William Proxmire, D-Wis.,
the subcommittee chairman,said,
-The Soviet Union is not running
out of oil, contrary to earlier
predictions from within the
intelligence community."
Testifying for the intelligence
agency were its deputy director,
Maj. Gen. Richard X. Larkin, and
its vice director for foreign
intelligence, Edward M.Collins.
They said China's oil industry
"is antiquated, poorly managed,
and presently incapable of
increasing production to levels
necessary to support demands at
home and export contracts."
Any significant improvement is
probably five to 10 years away,
they said in a statement submitted
to the committee.
The defense officials said the
Soviets spent ;175 billion on
military activities last year,
compared with ;115 billion spent
by the United States. They said
less than 1 percent of the Soviet
spending was due to increased
costs brought about by the Red
Army intervention in
Afghanistan.
They said figures available to
them indicated that military
spending might increase as much
as 10 percent each year for the
next five years while spending on
factories, machinery and
equipment was increasing less
than 20 percent for the entire
period.

under an emergency clause and it
would - have taken effect
immediately no matter how the
subcommittee felt.
The motion to approve the water
regulation was made by Rep.
James Bruce, D-Hopkinsville,
who said "it's a hard vote for me.
don't think the PSC should
existence."
The vote was 4-2 and o
the
opponents was
. James
Bunning, R-Fort Thomas, who
said the PSC was formed against
legislative intent.
Brinkley said that "I hope we
can get more clearly resolved
what we're going to do in this
area."
The regulation itself drew no
opposition and some legislators
praised it.

Volz said the regulation is
designed to save money for small
water companies which, when
their suppliers raise water rates,
must pass it on to users.
Currently, a PSC hearing is
necessary for approval. Under the
regulation, an application to the
PSC would suffice.
Volz said each PSC hearing
costs the small utilities $5,000 to
$10,000, which he said is extremely
burdensome to firms which in
some instances earn only $600 a
month from rates.
The PSC chairman said that of
220 small water companies, about
100 could benefit from the
regulation. He added that 13 firms
would have benefited already had
the regulation been approved last
June.

Ow Ad that ran in Tuesday's paper of the Murray Ledger I. Times was incorrect. It should
have read:
NOT JUST A
FEW SELECTED
FABRIC ITEMS ON SALE
THAT MAY NOT FIT YOUR
PRESENT NEEDS!!
WE ARE SELLING
EVERY YARD OF

EVERY
YARD
OF IIABRIC
OUR

STORE

FABRIC
IN OUR STORE AT
$1.00 opp

ON

SALE

OUR REGULAR
LOW PRICES!
Of $2.00 Yd.
or Moro

that regularly
sells for
$2.99 yard
or more

REGISTER NOW FOR A FREE HIND QUARTER OF BEEF

FREE GIFTS-2 Free Steaks To All Customers Placing Meat Orders This Week

BULL„

To Be Given Away
Fri. Sept. 5th

"MAD

""""'•
For Your Gasoline TM.
coupon is worth
$800
when presented with a
purchase at Mr. Beef.
Offer good thru Wed.
'Sept. 9th. just our wIty
of saying thanks for
coming by.
_

CHARGE IT!
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SEPT. 28,19
••'
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Remington Mighty Mite

Chain-Saw
USDA CHOICE
SPECIAL 0 2

imp. $199.95

Ouly

/
in

1 2 Pdt• 9-9419

With Pvrchess Of This

U.S

CHOICE

FOREQUARTER

700 IBS FOR ONLY
WK
2 1 26PER*FIBS

I Bone Steaks, olound Steaks, Strip Steaks,
Top Round Steak, Sirloin Steaks, Sirloin Tip
Roast, Filet Mignon, Ground Steak,
Portekhouse Steak 8. More.

• R,Is Eve
Steak
• Chuck
Steok
• Boston
Roost
• Swiss

Roost
• Chuck
Roost
• Ground Beef

Steak

ond more

• B

(j

Steak
•

176 185
FOR ON!

605

Pound Ron, $

PER WEEK
26 WEEKS

Ponderosa Controlled
Combustion Heater
Good Tlwv
Sept.
lOtk
Non
WIdle
UP*
Lasts

Register
For Free
Chain Sew
To B.
Given Away
Oct. 15th

• Gasket-sealed cast iron fire door

OFFER
ENDS
WEDNESDAY
SEPT.9,1981

MR BEEF'S FAMOUS

ELDORADO PACKAGE

STRIPS, RIBEYES, FILETS
350 lbs Sirloin, Porterhouse T Bone, Club, Rib,
Ribeyo Sirloin Tip, Cube and much, much more 50
lbs Pork Chops, Ribs Ham Bacon, Sausage. SO lbs
Chicken.

A HUGE YEAR'S SUPPLY S.1
FOR AVERAGE FAMILY!

PRIMAL CUTS
BEEF ORDERS

725

Week

• Sturdy steel constructiqn for long unit

CALL
NOV

life
•‘TRI-AIR* draft control system for
quick starts,slow or fast burning

• Firebrick lined
• Holds a fire for hours when properly
loaded
• All-American made, parts available
BIRMINGHAM STOW & RN CE COMPNIY

RENTAL

SALES

CENTER

200 E. Main

••••• 4••,• 411.• 41.-••••-•l• .•••

753-8201

'

BEEF
MR.
FINE MEATS
Highway 62 Near Possum
Paducah
7 Miles East of
Phone 898-6296

Trot

Open
Moo Fri
10 a.m 7 p.m.
Sat.
10am 6pm
Sun
15 pm,
Closed Wed

COMPARE
Watch Your Beer t_ut and Wrapped tolile You Wail

1.

15 lb processing fee on all orders
Coll 898 6296 We II gladly !Orr your o•de•
by phone.
Charge it! No interest or carrying charge.
Just pay in 3 months or less.
First payment 35 days from dote of
purchase.
All meat soli' hanging weight and sublect ti
trimming loss. All meat processed on
premises.
Guarantee on all moot If you are not
completely satisfied, your order will be
replaced package for package.

898-6296
TO OPEN YOUR CHARGE ACCOUNT
AND RESERVE YOUR CUTTING TIME

All MeatSold According to Weights Available

••• •••kvir
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SUPPORT THE[AKERS
attend friday nights game

Calloway County
At
Dyer County
In ilewbern Tennessee

7:30 p.m. Friday
There's a

804 Chestnut

Life
Insurance

Carroll Tire St
Wheel Alignment

Shield for you too

SPORTING GOODS

Go Get em Lakers!

cfrin attr§

Don't Forget!Mr.
Gattis' Redeems
Your Michelin - Uniroyal-Multi-Mile
Tire Dealer
Spirit Towel
Murray, Ky
1105 Pogue Ave.
753-1489
Coupons
Info-Red Wheel Alignment
And Computerized Wheel Balancing

OlympicPlaza-Murray,Ky.

Open Mon. thru Sat.9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

753-6656

DAN McNUTT
522 W. MAIN
753 0445

SHELTER INSURANCE
(Formerly MFA)

Good Luck Lakers
from

University
Gulf
7-101Ien.-Set.
10-8 Sendey

Northside
6-10 kien.-Thers.

6-12 Fri. 6-10 Set. (lew'Sun

Kentucky Farm Bureau

Now On Sale

lill i.S459OO
Town & Country.
Yahama

FOOD
GIANT

[Akers!
SOUTNSIDL

--, ;Automatic
. _ .. Champ

Storey's

We're With You
All The Way

Home Et Farm Owners-life-Auto
Commercial-Blue Cross
Agents
Terry Broa Ray T. Brooch
_3)0 S. 4th
Murray, Ky. 42071

Phone
(502) 753-4703

Murray
Electric
System
401 Olive — 753-5321
"All The Way;Lakers"

Hwy.94 E. Murray, Ky.
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Brooks Brothers, Where Styles

Last 3 days!
Save 30% on famous
Pennsylvania
House furniture

Don't Change,Changes Owners
NEW YORK (AP — Brooks
Brothers, that cradle-to-grave
outfitter of of preppy America, is
being buttoned-down about any
change its new owner will bring to
the nation's oldest clothing
company.
The directors of Garfinckel,
Brooks Brothers, Miller & Rhoads
Inc. announced Tuesday plans to
sell the company to Allied Stores
Inc. Brooks Brothers' Golden
Fleece insignia is part of the deal.
But at the Madison Avenue
emporium and Brooks Brothers'
executive suite — both, as always,
teeming with three-piece pinstripe suits, button-down shirts
and striped ties — the change in
ownership produced few ripples
and little comment.
"I can't say anything about
that," said Robert Dawson, vice
president of sales promotion
(dressed, of course, in a white
button-down shirt, etc).
Change at Brooks Brothers, you
see, is as unfamiliar as blue jeans.
Brooks Brothers proffers neither.
For 163 years Brooks Brothers
has eschewed "fashion," said
Dawson. Vogue magazine once
put it another way: "Setting
trends by ignoring them." And
Dawson puts it this way: "The

great strength of Brooks Brothers frock coat when he was
has been its relative assassinated.
—Author John O'Hara always
unchangeability."
In fashion, bright colors and dressed his heroes at Brooks
patterns come and go. So do suit Brothers; the bad guys were
lapels that threaten to touch the buried under padded shoulders
shoulder and ties that shrink to and flared lapels.
—Shoppers have included Fred
strings. At Brooks Brothers, such
change for change's sake doesn't Astaire and Andy Warhol.
—Brooks Brothers originated
even get through the front door,
past the striped ties, green and the button-down shirt in 1900 and it
yellow sweaters and narrow introduced the first ready made
lapels that could have been there suits in America in the mid-1800s.
''The Official Preppy
last year — and the last 50 years.
Brooks Brothers likes things the Handbook" calls Brooks Brothers
way they were, are now and will the "Oldest Preppy Store Still
Alive." Dawson acknowledges the
forever continue to be — classic.
Salesman Joseph Mancini, classical clothink craze has
whose customers over the past 55 helped business. But he sniffs:
years have included Clark Gable "We don't like that word,
and Jimmy Stewart(who wears a 'preppy."
Now with 26 stores nationwide
38 extra long), isn't worried.
"Brooks Brothers change? Nah. and five more in Japan, Brooks
If it does change,they (Allied) are Brothers has managed to retain
going to lose out," said Mancini, a the look that never dies.
white-haired 69-year-old (dressed
in a paisley bow tie, three-button
pin-striped suit and, of course, a
button-down white shirt).
To Brooks Brothers believers,
Brooks Brothers is a religion. And
to the company's publicity
department,it's a two-page listing
of tidbits, including:
—Abe Lincoln was wearing a
Brooks Brothers natural-shoulder

Yours fro* at our store
the Pennsylvania Nouse
Collector's took
-1 ogias
•

,e

12419%

Pnein. Tenn.

II 1 MarLet St.

Terrv and Geraldine S keft. Nana ers

Burn Buildings, Kill Prisoner
FORT MADISON, Iowa (AP) —
Rampaging inmates, roaming the
Iowa State Penitentiary while
authorities negotiated for the
freedom of 15 hostages, stabbed
one prisoner to death and burned
two buildings,state officials say.
The insurrection began
Wednesday morning when five
inmates with sawed-off shotguns
and homemade knives seized
Security Chief James Menke and
three of his assistants in the
cafeteria. It ended 11 hours later
after inmates were allowed to hold
a news conference to air their
complaints about the 142-year-old
prison.
The number of hostages jumped
when eight guard trainees, who
locked themselves in a room in the
administration building when the
incident began, were taken
captive by a second group of
inmates, said John. McCarroll, a
spokesman for Gov. Robert Ray.
Two nurses and another woman
corrections employee were also
held hostage.
While prison officials negotiated
by telephone for the freedom of
the hostages, 100 of the
institution's 660 inmates roamed
the prison grounds unchecked.
Inmates threatened to kill the
hostages if the roaming prisoners
were forced to return to their
cells, McCarroll said. An
estimated 140 state troopers
surrounded the prison and
National Guard units were placed
on standby, but firefighters did
not enter the prison until the
hostages were freed and order
was restored.
When prison officials regained
control, they found the dead
inmate in the kitchen of the
cafeteria building and extensive
fire damage in the administration
building and a cellhouse.
No damage estimate was
available, but Michael Reagan,
commissioner of the Iowa
Department of Social Services,
said the cellhouse had to be
evacuated. He said the uprising
"appears to have been fairly
spontaneous."
The dead inmate, who had his
throat slit, was identified as
31-year-old Gary Eugene Tyson.
He had been in the prison since
1968 on an aggravated robbery
conviction.
Though the body was found in
the building where the first
hostages were held, authorities
did not know if he took part in the
uprising.
McCarroll said he did not know
how the inmates got their
..weans.
The first hostage was released
at 2 p.m. and the three women and
one man were released two hours
later.
At 6 p.m. one more hostage was
released for health reasons.
Two more hostages were
released in connection with the
news conference at 7 p.m., where
three inmates complained to
reporters about prison conditions.

"There are -a lot of people in
there who are crazy," said Martin
Sheridan of KBKB radio in Fort
Madison, who attended the news
conference. "They want better
trained guards and improved
medical care,things like that."
"I'm a defensive person,"
Kenneth Ray Sheffey, an inmate
convicted in the 1974 slaying of a
teen-ager during a Davenport
supermarket burglary, said at the
news conference. "I don't want to
hurt anybody. But I'm willing to
die today."
Sheridan said he spoke to the
security chief who was taken
hostage."Menke said they were in
the dining hall and Sheffey came
in and had a homemade shotgun.
He told them to lay down and that
was it."
The original group of hostage
takers released their last two
captives an hour after the news
conference, leaving seven
trainees still being held by the
second group in the
administration building. One of
the eight trainees had already
been freed.
Two were released at 8 p.m. and
the remaining five were released
90 minutes later. Order was
restored by late Wednesday night.
"Most of the key people have
been located and are being
interviewed," said Reagan.
Ray, who was at a meeting of
the Midwest Governors
Conference in Wisconsin when the
insurrection began, returned to
Des Moines and stayed in touch by
telephone with officials at the
prison, which is 160 miles
southeast of the capital.

Warren Board
Recommends No
Region Department
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— The Warren County Board of
Health recommended Wednesday
that Bowling Green and Warren
County not join a regional health
department.
The health board has also
agreed to seek special legislation
during the 198; General Assembly
that would exempt Bowling Green
and other second-class Kentucky
cities from having to join a
regional department.
If the city and county follow the
recommendation; the local health
board may lose $126,000 state
dollars by next April, officials
said.
Bowling Green Mayor Harold
Miller expressed concern that
joining a regional health
department would be "just
another step towards local elected
officials losing power to state and
federal governments."
The local health board plans to
meet with state legislators
sometime in the next two weeks to
discuss obtaining an exemption
from the regional requirement.
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Saveon A&W 50'1

TO CONSUMESE-This coupon good only on purchase of product indicated Any other use constitutes fraud Limited one
coupon per purchase
TO RETAILER: You are authorized to act as Our agent for the redemption of this coupon Your AWN salesman will reimburse
you for the face value of this coupon or if coupon calls for free merchandise, your regular price of the free goods, plus 7g
handling, provided that you and the consumer have complied with the terms of this otter Coupon may not be assigned or
transferred Invoices proving purchase of sufficient stock of our brands to cover coupons presented must be shown upon
request (Failure to comply may void all coupons submitted for redemption ( Customer must pay any sales fax .bid where
prohibited, taxed or restricted by law Good only in U S A Cash value 1/50e
TERMS OF COUPON: Coupon will not be honored if presented through outside agencies. brokers or others who are not
retail distributors of our merchandise or specifically authorized by us to present coupons for redemption All customers
should send their coupons to
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SUPPORT THE TIGERS
attend friday nights game

Murray High School
Hosts
Reidland High School
At Ty Holland Stadium

8:00 P.M. Firday
7S3 66S6

804 Chestnut

frhatti

Go Get Em
Tigers!
Good Luck

Murray
Electric
System
401 Olive

753-5321

"All The Way Tigers"

Good Luck Tigers
from

University ii
Gulf
4=2,
Gulf

11[0
;
1515

At Five Points
753-5782

L.D. Workman
Owner

From Mr. Gatti's

Purdom
Motors

e0AOSAM06141

-Satisfied

Oldsmobilo
Pontiac 4 Cadillac

Customers

Are Our
Main Concern

1406W. Main - 753-5315

Randy ThorntonOil
Heat & Air Conditioning
Hooting, Air Conditioning
-Commerciol Refrigeration
Commercial Kitchen Equipment

802 Cheestnut 753-8181
Murray, Ky.

MURRAY
AUTO PARTS
605 Maple Street
Phone 7534424
Murray, Kentucky
Don't Forget Our Complete
Machine & Radiator Shops

•

Roberson's Hih Burger
Inn
Owned By
Mildred & Harley Roberson

'SOO &'700 Rebates

Good
Luck
Tigers

Storey's

FOOD
GIANT
cSouthern States

NiwThrologihkpteselber13thRoceivit

Co-Op For Calloway Co.
For Information Or

A $$00 Rash on Any 1911 Ford
Csorler, Van,*r Trvck,or e
'700 Robete On
Any 4:4 or
Bram

Fertilizer
Call 753-0182
or

Famous for Pit Barbecue,
Homemade Pips &
Plate Lunches

753-1423
Rt 8 Industrial Rd Murray. Ky.
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Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Today
At Local Chapel

Irran Haley Dies

People...

(Continued From Page 1
had a connection to the newspaper "The Ledger staff has done an loss of the newspaper
facility was
in some manner, either to staff, or excellent job under the somewhat
newspaper staff has made in
like a death in the
through news stories, the business circumstances to produce a paper community
keeping this vital communications
. We feel that the
end, or just the general loss of at all. I think everyone in town Ledger has
link
in
the
community
going."
•
helped the hospital
another business in town. There hopes that the rebuilding can be as through both
• • •
Irvan Haley, formerly of
its good and bad
were so many people concerned."
Gary Rowland, National Store
smooth as possible and as quick as times and we hope to return the
Calloway County, died Tuesday at
• • •
possible."
Dearing, Kansas. He was 44 ytiars manager: "The fire and how close
same kindness to them. The
Jack
Dr.
Rose,
it
was
to
superintendent,
our
• • •
building is still on my
production of the newspaper was
of age and self employed as a
Calloway County School System:
Kathy Hodge, public relations phenomenal considering what the
truck driver, residing in mind. Some records I normally
-I think the thing that impressed director, Murray-Calloway paper and staff
didn't lock up at night, I'm locking
Coffeyville,Kansas.
have gone
me the most was the way the staff County Hospital: "The sense of through.
up
now.
We're
very
proud
of
the
He was preceded in death by his
and community got together and
father, George Haley, and a fire department and hope the
continued
the operation. It is so
Ledger
&
Times
will
build
back
brother, Ben T. Haley, who died in
a truck accident abut two weeks soon - and in the downtown area." - critical that Murray have its own
KEEP THAT GREAT
• • •
newspaper."
FEELING WITH
ago.
GM
• • •
Dr. Robert McGaughey,
GENUINE GM PARTS.
Mr. Haley is survived by his
Bill Teuton, executive director.
mother, Mrs. Mary Louise chairman, Department of
Murray
-Calloway County
Journalism
,
Radio
-Television
at
McDonald Haley, Paducah; one
Chamber of Commerce: "It
daughter, Michelle Haley, and one Murray State University: "As
seems the best in people always
son, Darrin Haley, Deering, department chairman, my first
comes out in the face of adversity
Kansas; two sisters, Mrs. Linda reaction was that our department
and so it was with the Ledger &
had
lost
the
facilities
as
a
teaching
Driver and Mrs. Margie Morris,
Times staff. During the past nine
Paducah; two half sisters, Mrs. tool. Our advanced editing class,
months that I've been in Murray,I
Debbie Simmons and Miss Lisa taught by Ledger reporter Debbie
have thought the quality of the
Haley, and a half brother, Tommy Lee, made a regular visit to the
people and the product they
paper to get a taste of working
Haley, Cleaton.
produce
is fantastic. I truly
with
video
display
terminals.
The funeral will be held Friday
1979 Chevy Luv 4x4
admire
their
dedication in doing a
"Theurr
ay
State News was
at 11 a.m. at the chapel of the Linn
Blue with blue interior, sliding back glass, tool box,
job for their community, as well
Funeral Home, Benton, with the able to pitch in and assist the
one owner.32,195 miles
as themselves."
Rev. Ginath Brown officiating. advertising department by
• • •
Burial will follow in Stewart providing them with border tape
$5977.00
Dr. Constantine Curris,
and some advertising
Cemetery in Calloway County.
president, Murray State
Friends may call at the funeral illustrations.
University: "Although everyone
"Even though the Mayfield
home.
was really shocked to hear of the
Messenger and the Paris PostDwalo Taylor thovrolot Inc.
fire, we were all thrilled that the
Intelligencer compete with the
753-2617
641 South, Murray
newspaper didn't miss a beat in
Ledger for advertising dollars, I
producing
a
daily
newspaper."
MONTICELLO, Ky. ( AP) — think it says a great deal for the
• • •
Wayne County Commonwealth's relationship of publishers and
GSM CAA L NIOTODS PARTS DI VISION
Steve Zea, Murray city planner:
in west Kentucky
Attorney Eddie Lovelace vowed to newspapers
and
west
Tennessee when they
seek another murder charge
against a man who allegedly beat allowed the Ledger to use their
his wife, killing her 7-month-old facilities."
• • •
fetus.
Robert
Glin Jeffrey,11•••
"I certainly intend to take it on
to a11 the courts I have to and I feel superintendent, Murray
I will prevail," Lovelace said Independent School System: "The
Wednesday after Wayne Circuit Ledger and its building had been a
Judge Leonard Wilson dismissed cornerstone of the community as
a- murder charge against Robert long as I remember. 'I never
doubted the paper would slow
Hollis, 25.
down,
though,even with the
Wilson accepted the arglintent
should be very proud of
cris.We the
D
of Hollis' attorney that a fetus is
I
not a person under Kentucky law. way the publisher and newspaper
Lovelace claimed in oral staff faced the challenge and
arguments that Barbara Hollis' kept alive a vital link in our
fetus was legally -viable" -L able community."
• • •
to survive outside the womb —
and that abortion of a viable fetus Paul Jerry Lee, chief, Murray
Police Department: "The fire was
was murder.
America's No. 1 Tonic
a
big tragedy to the community.
"If it's murder to take away a
However,
I
think
the staff should
respirator from a person, I submit
100's
by the same logic and reasoning it be commended for putting out a
mICMPOIl
would be murder to sever the paper on the day the facility
IRO% IMO
ritAIIA Tow
mother's umbilical cord," burned.I'm looking forward to the
Ledger having a new facility with
Lovelace said.
an even greater capability than it
had in the past."

Tuesday; Funeral

For 11r. Jewell

To Be On Friday-

The funeral tor John Henry
Jewell of 1510 Johnson Boulevard,
Murray, will be held today at 3
p.m. at the chapel of the BlalockColeman Funeral Home with John
Dale officiating and Jerry Bolls
directing the singers from the
Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ.
Pallbearers will be James A.
Fielder, Howard Moss, Charles
Black, Paul Black, Danny Steele,
and Preston Jewell. Burial will
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mr. Jewell, 76, died Tuesday at
12:40 p.m. at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
He is survived by his wife, Mrs.
Ruby Steele Jewell; one daughter,
Mrs. Charlie Sparks, Sterling
Heights, Mich.; two sons, Howard
Jewell, Murray Route 8, and Art
Jewell, Murray; three sisters,
Mrs. Christine Ramsey,
Muskegon, Mich., Mrs. Maud
Steele, Fraser, Mich., and Mrs.
George Black, Murray Route 6;
three brothers, Arthur Jewell,
Alm Route 1, Harold Jewell,
Ferndale, Mich., and Floy Jewell,
Hendersonville, Tenn.; eight
grandchildren; eight great
grandchildren,

I

AttorneySeeksCharge

Stagehand Is
Sentenced For.
Kiffing Violinist
NEW YORK (AP) — A
stagehand sentenced to 20 years to
life in prison for killing a violinist
at the Metropolitan Opera House
will start appealing his conviction
immediately.
Craig Crimmins,22, stood sullen
during Wednesday's sentencing
and ex.pressed no remorse over
the slaying of 31-year-old
freelance violinist Helen Hagnes
Mintiks.
Crimmins, instead, made a
statement thanking his parents
and friends for their support.
Defense attorney Lawrence
Hochheiser said he advised
Crimmins not to mention the
murder. A Manhattan jury
convicted Crimmins on June 4,
finding that he killed Mrs. Mintiks
by pushing her down a three-story
air shaft on July 23, 1980.
She was killed, prosecutors
said, because she had tried to
wriggle away after Crimmins
stripped, bound and gagged her on
the roof of the opera house
following a failed rape attempt.
Jurors rejected defense
arguments that Crimmins
confession was coerced by police,
and that he was too drunk to
commit the crime.
If his appeals fail, Crimmins
will have to serve 20 years before
becoming eligible to apply for
parole. Hochheiser said the
appeals should take about six
months, but that he is "never
confident about appeals."
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Lakers Prepared For'Business'
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
It seems everyone is hearing
about Tommy Workman these
days. Everyone, that is, related to
the Calloway County High School
football team. And a few who are
not.
Way down in Newbern, Tenn.,
one man for sure has heard of
Workman, the Lakers' sterling
fullback who has gained 412 yards
and scored six touchdowns in two
games. That man is Ab Davis,
who coaches Dyer County High
School's football squad and has
done so for the past 19 years.
"Yah, we've heard a lattle
about Calloway County. They've
got that good back up there,"
Davis said earlier this week.
Davis wouldn't reveal any secrets
about how his squad would stop
Workman, but he has confidence
in his 53 defense.
Davis' squad finished its Class
AA slate last year with a
disappointing 1-9 showing, but
hopes to turn things around this
year. "They (Dyer County) are
worse than some teams I've
coached, but better than others,"
Davis said.
Fourteen seniors on the squad
that lost six to graduation last

year may improve Dyer County's
chances for success. Of the 14
seniors, eight will start for DCHS
in their season opener against
CCHS.
"We've got an old, old program
and we're a small AA school in a
AAA Tennessee classification
system," Davis said. Among the
teams on DCHS' schedule are
Lake County, Trenton, Obion
Central and Halls. CCHS is the
only Kentucky schOol on their
slate.
Offensively for DCHS will be
Danny Garner, a senior at
quarterback, with tailback Robert
bernard, a 5-10, 145-pounder
giving the squad an outside
running threat. Keith Beasley
anchors the defense as a senior
middle linebacker with
experience.
"Don't let 'em fool ya," said
CCHS offensive coordinater Dan
Walker, who believes Dyer County
may be one of the better teams on
the Lakers' schedule this year.
"They're experienced and in
scrimmages against South Fulton
and McKenzie (both Tennessee
schools) they killed 'em. They
(Dyer County) are a good, tough
team."
Walker says the game's

outcome may come down to ball
control. "The past two games
we've been able to hold the ball
pretty long on offense. Friday
what we'll be depending on will be
our defense to get the ball for us
and our offense to keep it."
Drizzly, rainy weather has a
tendency to favor the larger, more
physical team and on papr, and
according to Walker, Dyer County
definitely has a size advantage.
But one consolation in that
department is Laker fullback
Workman.
Last week on a slightly sloppy
field he gained 177 yards and
scored three times - proof enough
of his ability to perform in rain.
"Tommy ran pretty good last
week, but that's not what we've
been working on in practice this
week. People have said we don't
have much of a passing game but
after yesterday, we feel pretty
confident in that area," Walker
said.
"Anaption team like us depends
so much on the run that
somewhere we're a little weakjust
because we haven't had to work on
passing so much. This week we've
been working hard on our passing
and all we needed was some

confidence in it. iVrid we've got
that now," Walker said.
One area of concern for the
Laker defensive minds will be the
Dyer County Wishbone attack. As
Walker pointed out, "They've got
a lot of experience, plus they've
had time to scout us twice where
we haven't seen them at all.
(Friday will be Dyer County's
season opener). We've got a long
road trip ahead of us and they're
probably sitting down there
hungry for us."
Walker, a former Murray State
football assistant says the Lakers
will take a "businesslike attitude"
into Friday's 7:30 p.m. game.
"We'll be fired up of course, not
a Union County fired up, but we'll
go into the game prepared to take
care of business."

•

HOG WEATHER —
Calloway County High School
junior center Marty Hayes
(blocking the dummy) goes
down in the mud during practice
• this week. The weather has been
extra wet, but the Laker
linemen, labelled "Hogs"
because they're always doing
the dirty work, didn't seem to
• IL mind. Friday the Lakers travel
to Dyer County, Tenn., where
they'll go for their third consecutive victory this year.

'Mighty Ma Outlasts Nastase

k
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NEW YORK (AP) — Playing
Hie Nastase is never easy. John
McEnroe found that out two years
ago, when his second-round match
against Nastase produced a nearriot in the U.S. Open.
And Mel Purcell discovered
Wednesday that even a 35-yearold Nastase, several years past
his prime, can be a hard day's
work. The 22-year-old Murray,
Ky., native needed 2 hours, 40
minutes to outlast Nastase 3-6,6-3,
6-4, 3-6, 6-3 in a first-round match
at the 1981 Open.
"I'm 22 but I feel 52 right now,"
Purcell said after the match. "I
knew I should beat him but I was
intimidated. I was nervous and it
took me awhile to settle down."
The fact that the match was
played on the main stadium court
only added to the feeling. •
"That's big time," said the
blond former University of
Tennessee star. "This is
something you dream about. At
first I was a little awed but then I
took it for granted."
Nastase did some of his
customary clowning during the
match — draping himself over the
net after one of his shots barely
trickled over, doing the job of the
ball boys when they were late
chasing down a ball, chatting with
anyone withinearshot on or off the
court.
The crowd loved it and cheered
him on, but Purcell didn't let that
bother him.
"He should be a crowd

fatorite," 'said Purcell. "That's
just New York fans. They never
root, for U.S. players. Never —
they root for (Bjorn) Borg against
(John) McEnroe. You have to
take that in stride."
After Nastase bounced back to
win the fourth set and tie the
match, Purcell regrouped and
gained the decisive service break
in the fourth game of the final set.
He committed just nine unforced
errors in the match to 26 by the
flashier Nastase, and that made a
big difference. Nastase also
committed several costly double
faults in the final set.
"He was tired and his arm was
hurting," noted Purcell. "He
missed shots that he normally
doesn't miss. The key was my
being a little younger and in better
shape."
But even at 35, Nastase still
knows how to put on a show.
"I know the fans want to see
me," said the fiesty Romanian."I
may not be able to win every
tournament but I can still play
well enough, so I keep playing.
When nobody wants to watch me,
then I'll stop."
TENNIS
NEW YORK(AP)— Bjorn Borg
of Sweden and Roscoe Tanner
breezed to first-round victories in
the U.S. Open tennis
championships, while Guillermo
Vilas of Argentina downed Drew
Gitlin at the National Tennis
Center in Flushing Meadow.

'Borg crushed Marcus
Gunthardt of Switzerland 6-2,6-2,
6-0; Tanner disposed of Craig
Edwards 6-3, 6-3, 6-4, and Vilas
beat Gitlin,6-3,6-7,6-0,6-4.
In other matches, Gene Mayer
won a 6-4, 6-2, 6-2 verdict over
John Hayes; Jimmy Arias
stopped Syd Ball of Australia 6-1,
7-6, 6-2, and Mark Vines ousted
Russell Simpson of New Zealand
6-3, 2-6,6-2,6-3.

Bain Uses Par To Beat Jones On Sixth
Hole Of Tri-State Tournament Playoff
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
Wednesday's downpours
hampered the final field for this
year's Tr -State women's golf
tournament held at Murray
Country Club, but even the rain
couldn't dampen the fierce
competition for the championship.
It took six holes of drizzly
sudden-death playoff before
Velvet Jones, Murray Country
Club member and state champion
high school golfer, succumbed to
Mary Bain of both the Oaks
Country Club and the Sikeston
Country Club in Missouri.
Both Bain and Jones recorded
eight-over-par 80s for the day, but
Bain parred the sixth playoff hole
while Jones fell victim to a bogey.
Both golfers parred the previous
five holes.

Running a close second in the
championship flight was Vickie
McLeary with an 82; Jane Ann
Nall's 83 gave her third; Carolyn
Caldwell and Mary Bogard tied
with 84s, but a scorecard playoff
gave Caldwell fifth; and Mary
Jane Park finished in seventh
place with her 85.
Twenty-five golfers cancelled
because of the rain, but 95
competed for the four-flight
prizes.
Tourney co-director Dianne
Villanova said the course
condition was extremely wet with
"casual water everywhere."

"There was so much water Dianne Villanova; sixth; and
standing everywhere you couldn't Evelyn Jones,seventh.
move your ball out of it without
having to tee up," Villanova said.
SECOND FLIGHT — Pat
The tourney was the final in the Smiddy, first; Mary Rose
Tri-State series consisting of Greenberg, second; Jimmie
golfers competing from 11 clubs in Montgomery, third; Margaret
Illinois, Kentucky and Missouri.
Etarriger; fourth; Earline Metz,
fifth; Anna Mary Adams, sixth;
The top seven prize-winners in and Carlene Stoehr,seventh.
each of the bottom three flights
are:
THIRD FLIGHT — Clara Peck,
first; Mattie Cook, second;
FIRST FLIGHT — Lois Jansen, Catherine Baker, third; Phyllis
first; Shirley Morris, second; Epstein, fourth; Olivia Cave,
Donna Trogrol third; Pam fifth; Violet Austin, sixth; and
Mavity, fourth; Helen Ross, fifth; Euldene Robinson,seventh.
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Dwight Yarn and sophomore
Brian Shimer.
Loney has also moved 6-foot-2,
237-pound David Thurkill from
tight end to fullback to challenge
veteran Alan Mitchell for the
position.
The offensive line will be
anchored by 6-4, 262-pound senior
tackle Dave Phillips, a transfer
from Ohio State. Also back are
center Dean Copeland and guard
Rick Zureich.
The defense will be led by
linebacker Dan Gooch, a secondteam all-conference pick a year
ago who topped the Eagles with
172 total tackles.

Key players on the line are
tackle Ron Hardee and end Billy
Goldsmith.
Morehead State's secondary
should be strong with defensive
sacks Ken Hopkins, Bill Voght,
Jimmy Young and Cary Reid
•eturning.
The kicking game should also be
strong with junior John
.Thristopher back as punter and
sophomore Lenn Duff taking care
of the place-kicking. Christopher
averaged 39.8 yards a kick last
year.
Morehead State opens its season
Sept. 12 at Marshall in
Huntington, W.Va.
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C9V (3 power to 9 power Variable)
The versatile, variable-power C9V is designed to
provide maximum flexibility in just about any_hunting
condition you'll encounter.

HOLDEN "IRONSIGHTEH'
The Ironsighter doesn't flip.
p, snap, swivel or swing "It
just sits there." It holds your
1 in diam. scope where it belongs--precisely over ttke rifle
bore at all times. It gives
you unequaled view of your
rifle's iron sights as well

ALL FOR $224.95

In Wednesday's session a total
of 275 horses were sold for
$2,675,100, for an average of
$9,727.

All Straw

A total of 857 horses have been
purchased for $11,808,000 for an
average of $13,778 in the three
days.

Western
Hots

The four-day segment concludes
Thursday. The next session of the
eight-day sale will resume Sept.
13.

SO% off

•

00 While
Quantities Last
rices Good Thru
Sept. 9th

lnterarms Mark X Percision Masuer Rifle
Calibers 243, 270 or 30-06

Foyt Pays Top Prices
For Pair Of Bay Fillies
LEXINGTON, Ky, (AP) —
Race-car driver A.J. Foyt paid the
top two prices Wednesday at the
September Yearling Sale at
Keeneland.
Foyt, of Houston, paid $85,000
for a dark bay filly by Tell out of
Shoo' Fly Girl. The filly was sold
by Herman K. Goodpaster, of
Lexington.
•
Foyt also silent $50,000 for a bay •
filly by Bold Hour out of Miss Cad
from Goodpaster.

NAME BRAND MERCHANDISE
AT DISCOUNT PRICES
UNCLE TEE WILL
BE UNDER SOLO

Morehead Initiates New Coach
MOREHEAD, Ky. (AP) —
Coach Steve Loney may be ready
to spring the football surprise of
the season when he sends his first
Morehead State team out to battle
in the Ohio Valley Conference
wars.
Morehead finished with a 4-7
record last season,a record that is
deceiving because four of the
Eagle losses were by four points
or lets.
It could
be argued that
experience could have reversed
those close losses, and experience
is something that Loney has at his
disposal this year.
The Eagles return 14 starters
and 37 lettermen from last year's
team, including quarterback Don
Reeves. Last year, Reeves
completed 92 of 209 passes for
1,174 yards and seven touchdowns
to rank fourth in passing in the
OVC.
Reeves' favorite target, Bo
Chambers, is also back to give the
Eagles a strong passing game.
Chambers had 23 receptions for
512 yards and four touchdowns
last season.
The Eaglep graduated All-OVC
performer Dorron Minter, who
•
was second in the conference in
rushing last season. Top
candidates to replace Hunter are
..L seniors Marcus Johnson and
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Hina's Confident Tigers
Can Turn Game Around
By JOHN SALERNO
Staff Reporter
Thursday is usually a day of rest
for high school football teams. But
Murray High Coach John Hina
said his Tigers have been hitting
all week and will probably
scrimmage today in an effort to
ready themselves for Friday
night's home opener against
Reidland.
Srimmaging the day before a
game is "unusual for us," Hina
said Wednesday, and he said he
and his staff are taking several
extra measures to help the team
bounce back from last week's 340
defeat at Mayfield.
Twenty of those points were
scored in a short period of time in
the first quarter. "Those six
minutes were a nightmare," he
said, referring to Cardinal
tailback Jon Redd's three quick
scores.
But despite the loss, Hina said
films of the game revealed some
bright spots in his young squad's
performance. From looking at the
films and this week's practices,
the coach said he and his staff
have shuffled some players
around to different positions.
He would not say specifically
what moves were made, but that
they will cause some players to be
"predominantly offensive,"
thereby utilizing each athlete's
main strength.
"We realized we had to make
some adjustments and we have,"
the coach said.
Attacking Reidland's stingy
defense has been another area
experimented with this week. The
1-1 Greyhounds have yielded only
one score this season; in last
week's 8-0 loss to Heath. In their
first game, they used a field goal
to beat Ohio County,3-0.
Reidland Coach Tony Burkeen
said his team's defense is a
standard five-man front "with a
little bit of four every now and
then." That could be an
understatement as Hina said films

show the opposition shifts and
stacks its front line and
linebackers to offer a varity of
defensive sets.
Hina said the defensive variety
has puzzled offensive linemen
from Reidland's first two
opponents, who appeared to be
confused on blocking
assignments. The coach said he
was "concerned, but not scared"
of the tactics. "We'll miss a few
assignments," he said. "But if we
keep our heads up and keep on
punching we can break it down."
From the opponents'
perspective, Burkeen said he's
been "real pleased" with the way
his squad has performed in
practice this week, particularly
the defensive and kicking games.
He added that the Greyhound
offense, which has yet to score a
TD,is eager for its first six.
But the coach said .he isn't
taking the Tigers lightly and he
pointed out a team could lose to
Mayfield and still be a sound ball
club. "Anytime you go up against
Mayfield, you'll have problems,"
Burkeen said. "I don't car who
you are. I played against them 12
years ago at Bowling Green High,
and they were just as dominant
then as they are today."
Besides playing a varied
defensive game, Burkeen said
fans could expect some surprises
on offense. The team runs a
straight-T formation or a Kansas
City I, but the coach said "we'll
throw some crazy things at 'ya
from time to time.
He. said the Greyhounds will
shift offensively on the line, as
well as offer varied alignments for
unique situations. Quarterback
David Walker, who broke into
Reidland's starting lineup in its
14-13 loss to Murray last year, will
head the offense. He's a "good
field general," Burkeen said of the
5-8, 140,junior.
Other offensive players to watch
will be halfbacks Cliff Mitchell, 510, 155, and John Goins, 5-8, 170.
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Burkeen said the two have
combined for a total 280 yards
rushing in the team's two games.
Mitchell is a particular threat
having rushed for more than 1000
yards last year.
Flankerback Tony Vancil, 5-10,
175, poses a double-threat as he
showed last year by kicking two
field goals and another this year in
the team's victory over Ohio
County. On the line, honorable
mention a All-Stater James
Compton will play offensive guard
and defensive tackle.
Burkeen says his team has the
makings of a winner and -we're
just waiting for them to come
around. Hopefully it will be
Friday night."
Hina also feel all the Tigers
need is time. "We're gonna get
stronger with each ball game," he
said.
The game starts at 8 p.m. at the
Murray Middle School field
located on the corner of Poplar
Street and 8th.
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CALLING ALL CROWDS — Murray High School will be looking for a
crowd the size of the one at the MHS-Mayfield game last Friday at Mayfield.
The Tigers suffered a 34-0 loss to the Cardinals last week but are aiming for
the wining track when they host Reidland Friday night at tlie Murray Middle School field at 8 p.m..

MAGNAVOX
PflOS
I
25%SHARPER COLOR
PICTURESTHAN EVER
BEFORE POSSIBLE*.
The Magnavox High Resolution Filter—achieves incredible color picture
clarity— a picture 25% sharper, clearer and crisper than ever before possible.
Lines of resolution determine how sharp your color TV picture will be. The more
lines, the sharper the picture. Ordinary color TVs have 260 lines. The Magnavox
High Resolution Filter delivers 330 lines-25% more lines of resolution.
That means Magnavox gives you a 25% sharper, clearer color picture—
the best color TV picture possible today.
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DODGING FOR DAYLIGHT —Junior David McCuiston (15) will be back in action Friday for Murray High School when the Tigers host Reidland.

Lady Racer Coaches
Named Coaches Of Year
MURRAY,Ky.(AP) — Murray
State tennis coach Anita Head and
track coach Margaret Simmons
were named coaches of the year
Tuesday in the Kehtucky
Women's Intercollegiate
Conference.
Head, who is also coordinator of
women's athletics at Murray

State, directed her team to a 30-7
mark last year. She has an overall
record. of 186-59 in 14 seasons as
coach.
Simmons also won the track
award two years ago. She also
received outdoor track coach of
the year in the Ohio Valley
Conference this year.

Chiropractor

*

*Payments As Low As $25 per mo.
*Ask Us About Our 4 Yr. Warranty

VALUE
COLOR TV

announces

25" DIAGONAL
CONTEMPORARY
CONSOLE

$629
Save $270
19" diagonal
Color Portable

OUTSTANDING

Of"The Village 641 N.

_

SUPERB HI-Fl SOUND
* FROM DOUBLE SPEAKER
SYSTEM.

Dr. Ron Wuest,
.

CONVENIENT
SINGLE-KNOB
ALL-ELECTRONIC
TUNING SYSTEM

0•41

This outstanding Magnavox
color portable offers you big set
performance and the spacesaving economy of a compact
cabinet. It's the perfect choice
for bedroom or family viewing
— bringing you eye-pleasing
pictures. Whether your room Is
light or dark.— an outstanding
value!

ONLY

The Following Changes

$369Save $148

of Office Hours
Effective, Tuesday,Sept.8,1981

Prices Good Through Sept. 12, 1981

Mondays & Thursdays 8:30 a.m.-12:00 p.m.
&;:00 p.m.-7:00 p.m.
Tuesdays, Wednesdays & Fridays
A30a.m. 12:00 p.m.& 2:00 p.m.-5:30

Call for Appointment 7594945
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CLAYTON'S
Home Entertainment Center

Murray, Ky,
(Across From Wol Mort)
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Woman's Home Is Hot-Aior Balloon
for a first-class champagne flight
for two. These days she flies a
balloon touting a new yogurt, in
addition to four of her own.
Mrs. Harrison's enthusiasm is
not dampened by the day-in-dayout aspects of her hobby-turnedprofession. -The instant you lift
off, it's quiet. You're just off and
gone, like a bubble!" she
exclaimed.
As Che balloon rises higher and
higher — she can take it up to
13,500 feet — Mrs. Harrison begins

RINGOES, N.J. (AP) — Vicki
Harrison's housekeeping is
nothing like yours or mine. Her
"home" is a hot-air balloon where
she spends more time than she
does in her 1540s farmhouse here
in rural New Jersey.
Operating out of a barn
transformed into hangar, the 36year-old Mrs. Harrison is up in a
balloon almost every day. She
pilots corporate balloons for
advertising and operates pleasure
flights from $60 per person to $220

her housekeeping, as she calls
tidying up the inside of the wicker
basket.
"I do my housekeeping as soon
as we lift off. I have to organize
my ropes on the floor, get
everything stacked neatly and
check all my fuel tanks and lines,"
she said.
Mrs. Harrison grew up around
airplanes and airstrips. Her
father operated a small airport
not far from Ringoes. She began
flying when the boy-next-door, a
pilot, took an interest in her and
offered to teach her. She was 17
when she became a licensed
commercial airplane pilot.
"One thing led to the next," she
said,"and before you know it I got
married" — to that boy-next-door,
Terry Harrison, now a pilot for
Eastern Airlines.
"We've been flying ever since,"
she added.
But ballooning entered their
lives only eight years ago, when a
balloon plunked itself down on
their 11-acre farm.
She recalled: "We have horses
and other animals and I was doing
the horses early one morning
when I heard this little voice
behind the barn,'Can we land,can
we land?' It turned out it was one
fellow in a balloon and I blurted
out, 'Of course,' and boom, there
he was."
She said she watched as "this
guy with a big balloon wrestled
this thing around, and then the
crew came and it really looked
like they were having a lot of fun."
"Terry also thought it just
looked like a heck of a lot of fun,"
and before two weeks were out,
he'd bought a balloon of their own.
Since that day in 1973, Mrs.
Harrison has created a business
around ballooning, sometimes
enlisting the help of her 14-yearold daughter, Cindy. Mrs.
Harrison's mother mends tattered
balloons.
Mrs. Harrison is just 5 feet tall
and weighs only 98 pounds, but she
is confidently in command as she
and her all-male crew rig the
balloon and basket in a 20-minute
process that's almost as pretty to
watch as a balloon in flight.

THE ACES'

IRA G. CORN, JR.

"Research is an organized
method for keeping you reasonably dissatisfied with
what you have." — Charles
F. Kettering.

NORTH
•7 2
•A Q 9
•10 8 4 3
K (,) 7 6

It takes some research for
West to find the winning
defense against today's
pushy partial. Routine play
will have no chance. Only
accurate counting and a
sharp eye on the spot cards
will turn the trick.
East won the spade ace
and returned a spade,
declarer's king winning. A
third spade was ruffed with
dummy's heart nine and the
ace and queen of trumps
were cashed, East played
the four and deuce (Foster
Echo to show three trumps).
Declarer now led a club to
his jack, East following with
the deuce, and it was West's
turn to study. How should he
proceed?
If West wins the club ace
and tries to cash three
rounds of diamonds, declarer ruffs, draws the trumps
and claims nine tricks.
If West leads a fourth
round of spades for an
uppercut, East ruffs with
the 10 but declarer slips
away gracefully by discarding a losing diamond. Now the defense gets only one
diamond and declarer has
time to draw -the last trump
and claim his contract.
To beat the hand, Carol
Klar of Houston came up
with a very fine play. After
winning the club ace,she led
a low diamond to East's
king and the return of the
diamond deuce gave her an
accurate count of the hand.
With both diamond tricks
home, it was tithe for the

WEST
•Q 1096 5
•J 53
•A Q
•A 8

9-3-A

EAST
•A 8 3
•104 2
•K 9 6 2

+952
SOUTH
•K J 4
K 876
•J 5
4 J 104 3

Vulnerable East-West
Dealer West. The bidding:
North East
West
SOO th
1.
Dbl
2*
316
Pass

Pass

Pass

Opening lead: Spade 10
uppercut play in spades and
East's heart 10 produced the
setting trick. If declarer
overruffed, West's jack
would become a winner and
if he discarded, the heart 10
would be the setting trick.
Bid with Corn
•

South holds:

9-3-B

•Q 10 9 6 5
•J 53
•A Q 7
4. A 8

South
1.

North
2.

ANSWER: Three hearts.
Raise the known five card
suit in favor of rebidding
spades or branching out in
no trumps.
--P0 Box 12363 Dallas, Texas 75225
with self-addressed, stamped envelope
for reply

HENDERSON,Ky.(AP) — City
officials will recommend
changing insurance policies after
Blue Cross-Blue Shield proposed
substantial increases in
premiums.
The city pays for the first 2100 of
monthly health insurance
premiums for employees. Any
amount above that is paid by the
employee.
The city was told recently that
Blue Cross-Blue Shield will raise
its rates by more than $17 _Rer
monfh—F6FindiViduals and more
than $33 for families.
Acting City Manager Jim White
said the city has received quotes
from two other insurers, both of
which were lower than the
proposed new rates. White said he
will make the final decision, but
will "do what the employees
want."

Paducah Downtown Kiwanis Club
Presents

Barbara Mandrel'
& Louise Mandrel! with
Guest Star
R.C. Bannon
1111111111111111.11.1111111114elatallabOW/A10.W,--
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Hopkinsville
Planning Head
Leaves Position

•04.101iNtWerte&WOIRWRI

at

Murray State Field House
Saturday Sept. 12, 1981
at 8:00 p.m.
11111111111111.111k41144000**Ow.441b,

CoasttoCoast
Sale Days
Labor Day
3rd-7th
Weekend

HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Eloise Jervis, chairman of the
Hopkinsville-Christian County
Planning'-Commission for seven
years, is leaving the post.
But the community's loss is a
gain for a Nebraska farmer
because Mrs. Jervis is returning
to her native state to get married.
Mrs. Jervis, who recently
retired from a civil service post at
Fort Campbell, will be replaced as
chairman by David Dowell, a
commission member for less than
a year.

111111~.1.******01e1wWW,,i.

Tickets on Sale
- For $8.0O& $900 at
at
Dennison Hunt Sporting Goods
Chuck's Music Center
Murray State Student Center
Mr. J's Clothing

Funeral Homes To
Stop Ambulance
ELKTON, Ky.(AP) — The two
funeral homes in Todd County
which have provided amublance
service for the past 10 years will
discontinue that service at the end
of the year and debate has begun
on how to provide the service.'
Todd County Judge-Executive
Cecil S. Mallory Jr. said one
alternative is to have the county
government provide the service.
But that would probably mean an
, increase in taxes.
"The people here were proambulance or anti-tax," Mallory
said following a .community,
hearing on the matter. "There
didn't seem to be anyone whO was
against the ambulance or for the
tax to provide it."
Mallory said the issue will have
to be decided by the fiscalcourt.

Benton & Mayfield
4wwwwworwAmessemmumwssmet

Or Send
Self Addressed-Stamped Envelope
With "Mandrel' Tickets" on Top
Check or Money Order
to P.0. Box 901
Paducah, Ky. 42001

4

Remingkin

389

Sale 4'9

Shotgun Shells

Remington Of Winchester shotgun shells avallabte In rabbit/squirrel (12
ga. only) or dove/quell (12g.. and 20 ga.). 25 shells per boa
4.19
12g..

319

20g..

1 1 999,

MASTER-MAC

MASTER-MAG SHOTGUN
Plain barrel, pump action shotgun. 12, 20 or .410 gauge. 600-1010 thru

600-1085

4488

WINCNISTIR
WINCHESTER MODEL 94

30-30 cal. lever action rifle with straight grip stock and forearm of American walnut. 6-shot tubular magazine. 601-5705

Remington 788 with Scope
Bolt action rifle with IX scope, with rings and
mounts. American walnut stock. Choose 223, 243,
22-250, 7MM-08, 208 caliber,600-3750 thrU 3792

199

Henderson Officials
Recommend Changin
Insurance Policies

Send bridge questions to The Aces.

.

total
savings
Sale
894
VALVOLINE
Oli.
Stock up on name
brand Valvoline oil.
10W40.
766-1200

Sale
119
Reg. $2.59
Spray
Paint
Coast to Coast *pray paint dries test.
For Interior or exterior use on wood or
metal. Choose from 36 colors In on
Dermot can. 578-4003 thru 4441

Open Labor
Day
9-9

2
9800
WOOD CIRCULATOR.
Features automatic
thermostat, removable ash pan,
and firebrick lined firebox.
UL listed. 417-2930

Sale 89!

Come See Our
Line of Wood Stoves
and Kerosene
Heaters

Whidaltiold SOIVOlit

keep your wIndlehleld clean In al typos ist
weather with tvlitOshleld dimmer and entl-

been solvent. 7641-10111

Pte. 2

Sale

69'

1•091
Wastinghouse
Light Buil*

GM good buy on pees soh
white, medium heeellght
Choose IOW. 75W or 100W. 4801250, 1334, 1417

Hours:
9-9 Moo -Sat.
1-6 Son.

Coast to Coast Hardware
Central Shopping Center
Hwy.641 N.
Phone 753-8604

•
-
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Reagan Urges Soviet Arms Agreement
By MICHAEL PUTZEL
Associated Preas Writer
CHICAGO (AP) — President
Reagan, throwing a new chip on
the table, is warning the Soviet
Union to accept legitimate arms
reduction or face "an arms race
they can't win."

The United States will continue
to urge the Soviets to sit down
with us in a program of realistic
strategic arms reduction,"
Reagan told a reception for
Illinois Republicans on
Wednesday.
"But it will be the first time that

we have ever sat down on our side
of the table and let them know that
there's a new chip on the table,"
Reagan said. "And that chip is:
There will be legitimate arms
reduction, verifiable arms
reduction, or they will be in an
arms race which they can't win."

Asked later, during a brief photo
session with Chicago Mayor Jane
Byrne, whether he was
threatening Moscow with an arms
race if it didn't agree to his terms,
Reagan replied, "No, I just think
it's one of the things that's been
missing in the negotiations so

TVA Locks At One Rate Hike
KNOXVILLE, Tenn. (AP) —
Tennessee Valley Authority
officials say an 8.6 percent
October rate increase should be
the only one needed for the next 12
months, but they base their
opinion on optimistic projections.
If interest rates remain as high
as they are now and the weather
as dry as it has been the past year,
TVA may have to try another
tack.
The federal utility's threemember board unanimously
approved the rate increase
Wednesday, raising the cost of
1,000 kilowatt-hours of electricity
from $42.05 to $45.67. TVA
estimates its average residential

customer uses between 1,000 and the time of the initial rate review
1,500 kwh per month.
and now has been all bad,"
Power Manager Hugh Parris Freeman said.
recommended the increase Aug.
The 8.6 percent figure was
6, saying it was needed to offset based on TVA projections in late
inflation and the high cost of July allowing for interest rates of
borrowing money to build nuclear 13 percent on long-term debt and
power plants.
13.5 percent on short-term debt.
Parris said he doesn't think
But TVA's interest rates are 14.9
rates will have to be raised again percent, and unless they drop
before October 1982.
during the next few months they
add $5.7 million to projected
could
But Director S. David Freeman
called the rate increase a "bare borrowing costs, Carl Crawford,
minimum," and said TVA will power office information officer,
have to cut costs to prevent said.
another increase during the next
TVA pays about $1.4 billion a
12 months.
year in interest on construction
"The economic news between loans.

Beshear Turns Over Murder
Investigation Report
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky Attorney General
Steven Beshear has turned over to
Kentucky and Illinois authorities
a report which criticizes earlier
probes into the 1979 shooting death
of a murder suspect..
The Beshear report agrees with
the earlier investigations that
evidence "overwhelmingly
indicates" that Clyde Daniel
Graham killed Kentucky State
Police Trooper Eddie Harris in
November 1979.
But the latest probe is at odds
with earlier reports concerning
Graham's death a month later
\during an arrest attempt at an
Effingham, Ill., motel. A
coroner's report in Illinois and a
subsequent KSP investigation
each concluded that Graham had
been shot twice in the chest by
KSP Sgt. Eugene Coffey.
The Beshear report, issued
Wednesday,showed that Graham,
then 22, Was shot in the back and
in the chest. Beshear said that
evidence indicates that Coffey did -not tell the truth about Graham's
death and Illinois officials either
covered up the circumstances of
the shooting or were grossly
incompetent in handling the
matter.
Dr. Ernest Frank, the
Effingham pathologist who
performed an autopsy on
Graham, concluded that Graham
was shot twice, with both bullets
entering the front of his body.
But the fact that Graham was
shot once in the back "was so
obvious that we must conclude
that such fact was either
dilliberately concealed or not
discovered as a result of gross
incompetence by certain Illinois
officials" and Coffey, the report
said.
In addition, some evidence at
the scene of the shooting was
improperly secured by Illinois
authorities, the report said, citing
the disappearance of the shirt
Graham was wearing when he
was shot.
The results of the probe will be
sent to the Illinois governor and
attorney general for their
consideration, Beshear said. It
also will go to state Justice
Secretary Neil Welch and
Kentucky State Police
Commissioner Marion Campbell.
Welch declined comment until
he has time to study the report.
"I think it's too weighty a
matter to make off-the-cuff
statements," he said.
It appears unlikely that
Beshear's report will result in

Board To Study
Park's Future
HENDERSON,Ky.(AP) — The
11-member Audubon Park
Advisory Board will also Serve as
the committee to study the future
of the park, according to Mayor
William Newman.
State Parks Commissioner Lou
Karibo requested that a citizen's
group be formed after the
controversy over the state's plan
to close the park for a portion of
the year.
The group has already held two
meetings, hoping to find some
solutions to the economic
problems faced by the park before
the state closes the museum Sept.
7.
The state plans to close the
entire park during December,
January and February because of
budget restrictions. Local officials
are seeing ways to raise enough
money to keep the park operating
and provide security.

Forum, who pay $1,200 a year to
join the GOP organization,
Reagan denied that he was
retreating from his pledge to
sharply increase defense
spending.
He said the administration was
not "retreating from the program
we adopted of an annual 7 percent
increase in defensive spending to
restore our defensive capability
and close that window of
vulnerability that has been opened
in recent years with the
superiority of the Soviet forces."
But he acknowledged that the
Pentagon will not be exempt frorr
future budget cuts that will b(
made in an effort to further
reduce spending and eliminate
waste.
White House officials said
earlier this week that Reagan
would trim $20 billion to $30 billion
from his planned military
spending buildup in fiscal 1983 and
1984 in an effort to keep the federal
budget in check.

Police Dispose
Of Marijuana
CYNTHIANA,Ky.(AP) —State
police have disposed of a wild
patch of marijuana discovered on
a farm in southern Harrison
County Wednesday morning.
Troopers Dave Mann and Larry
Carey destroyed the drug at
around 2 p.m.
The half-acre patch valued at
approximately $150,000 was
believed to have grown wild. No
arrests are expected.

legal action against anyone said, adding that reports by the
because of the conflicting Effingham coroner and medical
testimony.
examiner also concluded Graham
"Somebody ought to be was not shot in the back.
The color photos "clearly would
blamed," Beshear said. "Perhaps
that will still happen" as a result have had me and my staff asking
of referring the report to the questions about the autopsy report
Kentucky and Illinois justice and the coroner's findings which
were not asked," said
agencies.
James E. "Buddy" Graham, Brandenburgh, now a Lexington
who has contended that his son did businessman.
He said he had "no idea" why
not shoot Harris, was sharply
critical of the report. He said he the color shots were not shown to
had thought Beshear's report him during his investigation in
would be "honest," but on Illinois.
Wednesday said it would only
On the night Harris was killed,
serve as "a good replacement for several troopers went to the
the Sears and Roebnck catalog in Graham residence to search for
the suspect. Several members of
an outhouse."
Beshear said his investigators the Graham family alleged
were uncertain about the afterward that the officers used
HOPKINSVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
circumstances of the Graham excessive force.
shooting until a second autopsy Evidence indicates that the The Hopkinsville-Christian
was performed last February by officers did use excessive force County Airport Board has had to
Dr. Frank Cleveland, a forensic against James D. "Jimmy" make its own sacrifices to budget
pathologist and Hamilton County, Graham, the report said. But restrictions, including eliminating
Beshear said that conflicting one position.
Ohio,coroner.
The board adopted a budget of
Cleveland concluded from testimony made it impossible to
powder burns and the bullets' determine whether excessive $68,111 for The curent-fiscal year,
trajectory that Graham was shot force was used against Buddy substantially less than the panel's
Graham and his nephew, Charles original $101,000 proposal.
in the back.
Plus... Select Group Of
As a part of the cutback, airport
Cleveland also believes that the McLain.
Grass
Mats, Area Rugs, Cushions,
manager
Roy
Hughes
will have to
first shot hit Graham in the front The report, however, noted a
take
care
of
his
own
clerical
duties
he
was
angle
as
an
body
at
lack
of
leadership
of his
and
Wind Chimes, and Many More Items
beginning to turn; the second shot professionalism in the after the board eliminated the
entered his back as Graham was Elizabethtown state police post position of his secretary.
Most of the money for the
falling forward away from the which resulted in confusion and
motel-room door.
"the convergence of an excessive airport's operation comes from
Reduced Up To
It was impossible to determine, number of troopers" at the separate $20,000 allocations from
the
city
and
the
county.
The
Beshear said, whether Coffey Graham home.
Sale Prices Good Thru Sept. 12th
feared for his life. Initial reports It also recommended that remainder of the budget will come
said Graham was reaching for a immediate investigations of from contracts, rental
Murray
Bel Air Center
knife when Coffey shot him. allegations of police misconduct agreements on airport property
and user fees.
Beshear's report included a be mandatory.
photograph of the knife,showing it
had a four-inch blade.
Coffey, who died of'an apparent
heart attack last October, was
exonerated in a report by then.via
State Police Commissioner
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Man Surrenders
To FBI Agents
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — The
FBI said that Ned Harris
surrendered to agents Wednesday
after a criminal information was
filed against him for alleged mail
fraud violations.

The rate increase was also
based on projections of nearnormal rainfall during the next 12
months.
With rain, TVA dams can
produce plenty of cheap
hydroelectric power instead of the
utility having to use more
expensive methods.
But the past 14 months have
been the driest in the Tennessee
Valley since 1890, and rainfall has
been below average for the past
several years.
Many of the more than 250
people who attended the TVA
board meeting at the agency's
Twin Tower headquarters came to
complain about the rate increase.
Among them was Billy Joe
Camp, president of the Alabama
Public Service Commission, who
asked the three-man board to
delay a rate increase six months
and try to find new ways of cutting
costs.
The TVA board has raised
power rates in increments totaling
68.7 percent since July 1977.
The rate increase means a 9.3
percent jump in the wholesale
power, rate and increases of 8.6
percent for residential and large
industrial customers, 7.8 percent
far most small businesses and 8.7
percent for medium-size
businesses.
TVA provides electricity to
2.8million customers in Tennessee
and parts of Kentucky, Alabama,
Mississippi, North Carolina,
Georgia and Virginia.

far."
But Reagan said he couldn't be
specific about what he meant by
"verifiable arms reduction,"
explaining that he didn't know
whether on-site inspection of
missile silos would be required or
whether the United States "has
the technology to do it in other
ways."
'But.. if that's what's required,
then I think that's what should be
done," he said.
At his appearance before about
300 members of the Illinois

Louisville-area Family Planning
Council.
The information said that
Harrls devised a scheme to
defraud Ortho Pharmaceutical
Co. and Searle Drug Co. by falsely
representing to both that the birth
James Y. Yelvington, special- coetrol pills he was purchasing
agent in charage of the FBI. in from them were to be used for a
Kentucky, said the criminal birth control clinic.
They were, in fact, used for
information charged Harris, 46,
with two counts of mail fraud other purposes, the criminal
while executive thiector of the information stated.

Airport Board
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Makes Sacrifices
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KNOW THE ANSWER?

back on Inssps.
Bartella said his company could
deal with bankruptcies if interest
costs were not so high.

•3')

"If the prime rate stays at
201
/
2," he said, "we're constantly
butting our heads against the
money ceiling."

(1'd
141)

SO THE MOTHS FOLLOW ME )2
:
.

SLUGG0--- AR E YOU
BOTHERED BY MOTHS

Unlike banks, consumer loan
companies do not have deposits to
draw on as sources of loan money.

IN. YOUR CLOSET'? /

r

NO -

There has also been some talk
that the situation could be
improved if the state legislature
relaxed interest limits and
clarified the maximum amount of
money a company could loan.
General Finance Corp. is
closing its office in the state,
according to Angie Hardesty,
assistant office manager for the
company's Louisville office. She
said the closings were part of the
company's national effort to
consolidate operations.

OP

a
w•

- Egniee.

sly( 3

WAIT— IT'S E1ARflP.43TO
GO AWAY yes••- NOW
IT'S COMPLETELY
GONE!

The company will eventually
close 86 offices in 12 states, Ms.
Hardesty said.
An AVCO Financial Services
official said that the Californiabased company was closing all its
Kentucky offices except for one in
Radcliff.

Pikeville College
Judge Overrules
Offers Classes At
Motion To Prevent
Four High Schools
PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Name From Ballot
Pikeville College is offering some
20 classes at four area high
schools to reach people who would
like to study at the college level,
but can't,say college officials.
A eollege spokesman said the
classes are designed for those who
cannot make the trip to the main
campus because of work or other
commitments.
The high schools will act as
extension centers for the college
for registration and
administrative purposes, said
Susan TaVis, a public relations
official for the college.
She said each student may take
up to 12 hours of credit each
semester, making an associate
degree possible with two years
work.
Participating high schools are
Belfry and Phelps in Pike County
and Whitesburg and Jenkins in
Letcher County.
Ms. Tavis said Pikeville College
also will offer mining technology
courses at Mayo State Vocational
School in Paintsville.

WHAT'S THE -\(. FOLLOW ORDERS, WORK
SECRET OF
HARP AND SLEEP WITH
BECOMING A
PENCILS BETWEEN YOUR

GENERAL,SIR"?

THINK
HE BELIEVED
THAT 51R-

TOES

BOWLING GREEN, Ky. (AP)
— Warren Circuit Judge J. David
Francis overruled a motion
Wednesday that would hare
prevented the name of 6th District
magistrate Horace Stahl from
appearing on the November
ballot.

600D. HIS ROOM
MATE PROBABLY
NEEDS A GOOD
LAUGH

(4(..riZ

The motion was filed last week
by Grayson Tackett, who finished
second behind Stahl in the may
Democratic primary.

THEY HAVEN'T
GOTTEN IN YET!
POOR HERO,,,
ANIMALS CAN
DIE OF SHOCK,"

Tackett's suit claimed that
Stahl, who has served in Warren
Fiscal Court for 12 years, actually
lives 100 feet over the county line
in Logan County.
County Court Clerk Charles
Morehead says the ruling means
there should be no disruption in
the election proceedings.
Another hearing has been
scheduled for Sept. 21 to
determine if Stahl is a resident of
Warren County.

Buchanan
els Feed & Seed
Local Purina Dealer

7-1 Pork Finisher $7.25

100th.

$7.25

100 Lb.

5-1 Sow & Pig
Calf Feed

•

WHAT SHOULD I RO
NEXT WEEK IF THE
TEACHER ASKS ME
SOMETHING, AND I DON'T

Close Some State Offices

'No

'

;••••
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Finance Companies
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Strapped by the higher cost of
money, several consumer finance
companies are closing some of
their Kentucky offices.
High interest rates and
unfavorable economic conditions
are being blamed as a major
cause for the closing of several
finance offices. The state
Department of,Banking and
Securities officials'estimates that
50 consumer finance companies
have released their licenses in the
past year. And estimates within
the industry say that 90 companies
have taken the action in the past
three months.
Industry officials said that they
are facing higher costs for the
money they loan out and that they
are faced with higher losses. They
said a new federal bankruptcy
code is also a contributing factor
because individuals find it easier
to declare insolvency.
R.M. Bartella, executive vice
president of Kentucky Finance
Co. in Lexington, said that the
bankruptcy act has been
"horrendous" for companies such
as his. Hesaid that in 1980 about 50
percent of his company's losses
stemmed from bankruptcies.
)3artella said that Kentucky
Finance, which operates 81 offices
in 12 states, now screens potential
customers more thoroughly to cut

,

$7.50

Scratch Grain or Cracked Corn $7• vn

Fischer's
Two-Way Savings Plan
for Labor Day
REBATE
COUPON

$1°°REBATE

100 Lb

when you buy
three one-pound packages of Fischer's Bologna.

100 Lb.
NAME

ADDRESS

Horse Feed $9.00
Buy 100 Lb. Feed, if you don't agree
it's as good as what you ore now
1 2 or 50 lb.
feeding, return /
fall refund.
you
give
we'll
and

STATE

ZIP

Send three labels from three packages ofGher's one-pound bologna to
Fischer's $1 Rebate P 0 Box 6698. Maple Plain, MN 55348 Coupon must
include a zip code and only one rebate is allowed per household Ck address
No facsimiles will be accepted Allow 6-8 weeks for processing Void where
prohibited, taxed or restricted
Offer expires October 31. 1441.

White - $345
T.M.- $4°°
Sulfur- $385.

753-5378

Murray, Ky.

the Bacon-main'people

ATTACH 3 LABELS and MAIL
STORE
COUPON

Salt Blocks

We Custom
Mix
Salt Orders

Industrial Rd.

CITY

on any package of
Fischer's Wieners.

This coon is good for 150 off when you buy any one-pound package of Fischer's
wieners NOTICE TO GROCER F'scher Packing Co will redeem this coupon for
face value plus 75 handling where the terms Of this offer have been complied with_
Any purchases of sufficient stock to cover'redemption applicable Void if taxed
prohibited or otherwise restricted or where presented by an outside agency or
broker Cash value 1 20th of IC Limit one coupon per person, one package of
Ivow
oli:er
9517
7
1 coupon Mail coupons to Fischer Pecking Co.P O. Box 1140. Clinton.

MarIsom OulaMw
REDEEM AT STORE
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1. Legal Notice

2. Woke

•

INVITATION TO BM
The City of Murray, Kentucky, for the
Murray Water and Wastewater Systems
will accept quotations on the following
chemicals: Bulk Sodium Hydroxide
(Caustic Soda Liquid) 50%, Sodium
Silicofluoride, Chlorine Cylinders,
Calcium Hypochlorite (11TH), Soda Ash
Lite (Sodium Carbonates Ferric Chloride
Anhydrous, Lime Hydrated (Rotary
Kiln), Hexametaphosphate(91% as PO4),
and Zinc Sulfate MonoHydrate (90% Zinc
Sulfate). Specifications are available at
the City Clerk's office, 5th and Popiar
Streets, Murray, Kentucky. Bids are to be
delivered to the City Clerk's office. City
Hall, Building, no later than 4:00 p.m.
Wednesday, September 9, 1981. The City
reserves the right to accept the lowest or
best bid or to reject any or all bids submitted.

2. Natice

2. Notice

ANTIQUE
GLASSWARE

The best of the season
yard, flee market.
Antiques, clothes,
pictures,
watermelons, wicker
table, much more.
Highway 94 West in
front of Ceramic
Boutique near Her.
poles Grocery, Friday,
Sabirdiri and Labor
Day.

LARGE
ASSORTMENT
BUT SELL

Silver
4S Gold
Pawn Shop
Is) fill

Slabs and saw dust
Shoemaker Lumber Co 901
352 5777 or after 530 p m 901
352 3632 You pick up or we
deliver

20 wooded acres near
Kentucky Lake Can be
subdivided S950 00 acre
Marshall Co 1 4431565.

Cistern trawling Ind
matting.
cul
I to size and framed.

MM
MM
300 Main

75

beck pennies, by ths.
one tenth bog; one4/10 beg;
ate 7/10 beg, or the 3.3
bog let. Prices decreases
ter release percbeses on a
per penny basis on similar
neinteges. Whet becks inched* 43 P.D.S. steel. Cell
753-1231 2-4 p.m. end /10 p.m. Mee.-Set. Prices
Are Final Privet, owner
wholesale only. Dealers
welcome.

cam

Bur Dct :eram.cs
Jo rr %Arca, FrIda v
Cassesanc sop' es s'11. :736
This

week's

115th Anniversary Wallpaper
Sale Over 3,600 rolls in stock
values to $1395 single roll
Now 4 99 per single roll. Save
50 percent to 6.4 percent off
regular price. For month of
Septemner only pop a baloon
and receive an additional 10
to 50 percent discount on all
stock *attra- per. The
herwin•Williams Co.

service special at

wmins111111MINgemomer

Rudolph Tirec and
Alignment
Inc.
formerly Goodyear
Service Store

SPECIAL

Tune Up
Alignment
Oil S. tube

34 00
1 2 50
7 00

Want to rent, house with a few
acres with option to buy Send
intermasiOn '0 P0 BOX 35,
Kirksey. KY 42064
Flea Market Sk v -Je De
in Theater Par5 3per I,rst
Saturla, "‘ PK"

SMITH & WESSON
Custemhed by Power
Custom hid. hie. 44
Cal. Megatons I"
Barrel

$995.00
Sliver
a Gad
Paw.She,
Wog* elms
Open
to II p.n.
753-7113

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

•

ACROSS
1 - a boy
4 Bog down
9 Time period
12 Brown kiwi
13 Mexican
coins
.14 Sal, for one
15 Blackbird
16 Demons
17 Repetition
18 Army unit
20 Tantalum
symbol
21 Dysprosium
symbol
23 Grande or
Ebro
24 Intermix
28 Greek letter
30 Three-sided
figures
32 Italian coin
34 Sum up
35 Jug lugs
38 Bectrical
terminal
39 Female dear
40 Sparkling.
41 Guido note
43 NFL score
44 Two, to
Caesar
45 Sharp teeth
47 Lugs
SO Twirl
51 In what
manner?
54 Healing
godcliess
55 Remain
enact
56 Harem room
57 Snacked
56 Loud 1101111111
SO Marry
DOWN
1 Author Livia

vesmitinor

2 Heavy weight
3 Mediterranean vessel
4 Enthusiasm
5 Ephemeral
8 Snakes
7 Alamos or
Angeles
8 Landing ship:
Abbr.
9 The self
10 Rodent
11 Pub potable
17 Roam
19 - else
20 Metal
_V Erases.
printing
22 Long-wooed
bird
24 Enraging
25 Merry
28 Dormouse
27 Ancient
chariot
29 Region
31 Wadding

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle
OCU UMUM MUGU
EIUU OOMU MUM
SWUM= ECU MU
ClIOU COW MOM
CUM MUU UM
IilLl UOID COMM
MO OOMUOUM CU
UUUCO EMU UKIU
CO DOU MOO
121= QUO UCU
M CCU UUDUIDO
DUU OIJUU MUM
CUM MUM UUU
words
33 Bitterly
pungent
37 Prefix with
corn or cycle
38 African
wallas
42 Silver symbol
45 Bridge

46 Presentation
47 Red or Corpl
48 Illuminated
.
49 Before
50 Depot: Abbr.
52 Poem*
53 Small lump
55 Baseball
abbr.

Look,
Look,
Look!
Open,
SUE'S
DISCOUNT
JEANS
at Stella on
121 North
Open on Friday !VONing from 4 til p.m.
and im Saturday from
9 til 3 p.m. Opts on
Leber Day from 9 til
S. New shipment arriving weekly.

r The Lydia Phillips
Home located about
6 miles east of Mur•
ray on 280, includes
15 acres approx
imately 756 feet of
road frontage. Calf
753 6531.

6. Help Wanted
JOIN PUBLIC RADIO as our
Development Assistant a new
position coordinating off air
fund raising for WKMS.FM (91.3
FM!, Murray State University's
100.0)0 watt fine arts radio
station No specific experience
required, only an aggressive
personality and ability to work
hoependently . Previous sale
marketing experience a plus.
Position is part time,
hour Apply at Personnel
Services Murray State
University an affirmative
action equal opportunity
employer
SECRETARY•
EXECUTIVE
Submit written resume
listing all qualifications tor
position and salary request
to P. 0. Box 125, Murray,
Ky. 42071
Information on Alaskan and
Overseas Employment Excellent income potential
Call 1-312.-741-9780, Ext
6062
JOIN PUBLIC RADIO as our
Development Assistant, a
new position coordinating
off-air fund raising for
FM),
WKMS-FM (91.3
Murray State University's
100,000 watt fine arts
• radio station. No specific
experience required. only
an aggressive personality
and ability to work independently. Previous
sales/marketing experience
a plus. Position is parttime, $4.75/howr. Apply at
action/equal
affirmative
opportunity employer.
reMedical secretary
exOnly
ceptionist.
perienced need to apply.
Send resume to P.O.Box
1040, Murray, Ky. 42071.
Secretary for C. PA. fir.
Experience should include
excellent typing skills,
bookkeeping, payroll and
sales tax return preparation.
Salary will be commensurate
with experience. Send resume
with past employment history
with reference to R. T. H., 301
Maple St., Murray, Ky. 42071.
Babysitter
experienced,
references, must have own
transportation, 7S9- 1087 after
4:00.
Maintenance supervisor three
years experience minimum.
industrial and or mechanical
maintenane. Salary 513,000, Per
year. Re location and interview
expenses paid. Action
Personnel. 7534531.
Mature lady to live with
retired lady for room and
boa rd.Call 753 8648
must be
Seamstress
experienced. $3.65 per hr.
base. Five days per week.
Action Personnel. 753 6532.

9. Situation Wanted
Wanted Secretary must be
able to do payroll bookeeping, have good math ability
Knowledge of construction
helpful Send resume to
Murray
P 0 Box 423
Kentucky

Nil X la

4171Wikla
- 43.11a16115-

18. Herne Feral**. 32. Ape. FKSflt
investment property locatid
within city. Size and condition
,unimportant. Want
assumable loan or owner
financing Call 753 92080r 7594756 after 6.00 p.m.

15. Articles For Sale

Turn
i-ree Christmas
spare time into money by
demonstrating toys and gifts
now until December Free
$300 kit, commission pies
excellent bonuses. Fun job!
Phone 759 4807

Nikon .FM Camera, body
with zoom lens plus
accessories Call 761,2828

Furnished apartments. One
or two bedrooms.
Zimmerman Apts S. 16th St.,
753.6609

Rabbits and chickens for
sale and plants Moving
must sell Call anytime
4,95
1270Toor, carort ancr color
console t.v. 759 4588 or
.713 7637,
Captain desk with. seat
$45 .combination
bookcase/ desk $45 and
storage
cabinet(
3
drawers" 3
doors
20x49m 1545 or any two for
$80 See at 1624 W Olive
or phone 753-1712.

2-Bedroom unfurnished.
stove and refrigerator $125
a month: 2 months rent
and $50 deposit required
Call 759-4176 days. 4362625 evenings
Apt for rent 753-6044
Furnished, two bedrooms,
large kitchen. applianCes.
block University, adults
only. $200 753-5791
79-1074, 753-2649

Firewood
Order now and
burn
seasoned wood this winter
436-2758
Matching couch and chair
Good condition asking $50
759-4638
Oak dining table, six chairs and
china cabinet. -Call 753 -2676
after 6 p.m.
For sale. 4" Well driller. Call
(502)3624064..
For sale: Attachment for
Grawly garden tractor, 1 ft.
sickle bar and rotary, plow,
tiller. Good condition. $103 each.
4365619,
.
Flute, user 3- years, good
condition. band pants for
Murray Middle School, size 12 or
one pair size 5-6. 753-8387.
Child's bedroom suite. Cili
after 5:007538987.
11165 Roof; 1804 carport;
R.C.A. color cosole tv. 759-4588
or 753-763!
23,000 BTU Fedders air
conditioner. S375.00.759-1206.
Kerby sweeper, good condition.
tin 00.753.1137.

16. Home
Furnishings
Frigidaire stove, electric, 30. •
in aqua color. $100,00.
Frigidaire refrigerator 17 Cu,
ft., frost free, olive color
S200.00753. 1748.
For Sale Used washer and
dryer. Also an antique walnut
organ. Call 753-9862 after 5
p.m.

22. Musical

-

One bedroom apartment in
lakefront house in Panorama Shores Woodburning
stove, kitchen appliances
furnished. 436-2484 or
753-7272.
Three bedroom near
University. Newly decorated.
753-7261.

Two bedroom apartment for
rent, range, oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, disposer,
washer and dryer hookup,
air, carpet. No pets. One
year lease and $225 deposit
required, $225 per month
Phone 753-2622 or 7533865
Two bedroom duplex, Westwood
ubd. couples only, no Pets or

a

•

Notice Used Car Dealers. For
sale by owner, three bedroom
house and clean-up shop.
Ample room. Five miles from
Paducah on Hwy. 60E. 8982218.

M1111,1%11

_
37. Livestock-

supplies
Three goats $20.00 each.
Contact Howard Brandon 7534389 or 753-596o

0. ,

Open till 700
Gibson guitar amplifier for
sale, $75.00. Excellent
condition, 50 watts. Phone
753-9930.

23. Exterminating

38. Pets-Supplies
Four bedroom house near
downtown. $280. 90 mth. 7591638. Family or couple
prefered. no pets.

AKC Registerd Pomeranian
puppy, champion bloodline, 7594588 or 75317637.
Registered quarter horses. JetDeck breeding.527-1096.

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
•

26. N-FadW
NEW

ORGA-NS
or
PIANOS
$999
CLAYTONS

1521.7575
27. Mobile Horná
For Sale
24x60 double wide three
bedroom, two baths, central
heat and air, freezer, washer,
dryer, 1015 of extras $16,500.
Call 753-0997
Double wide with utility carport
built on, 10x18 outbuilding on lot
at corner of North 16th and Poor
Farm Rd. Close toFisher Price.
$20,000. Call 753-7975.

28. Mob. Nome Rents

i will do babysitting in my Oft. trailer.
home. Perfer toddler. Call S 50.00 a month. New Concord
753'3662.
area. Leave phone number or
address at Murray Ledger and
Will do house cleaning. 436Times, P.O. Box 1040A.
2179
For rent: nice 1bedroom trailer,
near Murray. Nopets! 49-2611.

12. Insurance

30. Businessite-nlai

LORETTA JOBS, REALTORS
1200

SyCeM0)1/
kAurrey KentuCky 42071
1502)

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

153.1492

FOR SALE
BANK OF MURRAY REAL ESTATE

Mennen I
.
hiseresice
Real Estate
Seethside Conti sq.
Merrily, Keatecky
753-4451

L

The following properties are offered
for sale! This property may be inspected
at the below described locations or by
appointment. Each property has a clear
title and is wholly owned by the Bank of
Murray. Please contact the Bank for
details. Call( 502) 753-1893 and ask
for the regular loardepartment.These
properties will sell!

Located three miles from
town. Attractive two bedroom
'home on Six acres. One-tenth
mile off 641 N. Call Spann
Realty Assoc., 753-7724.

Single story, two bedroom brick located
at E.W. Miller and 5th St., Hazel, Ky.
Newly remodeled interior, with modern
kitchen included is a 24'x30' workshop.
A new 12' x 18' concrete patio deck.
Lot contains approximately 1.16 acres.

Rode Jews
Center
751-1707
Commerical building for sale
or trade. $400.00 per month
rent. Low cash down payment
and attractive financing
terms. Available to qualified
buyer. Call Spann Realti
Assoc.,•753.7724.

Six month old black Great Dane,
full pedigree,cropped ears,fully
obedience trained. Call Sal, 7539109.
Free, five long haired white
kittens, and one yellow.0 Call
759-4876.
Black Chiauhahua. lrvan
Cobb area. $50.00 reward. 4718852 or 171- 2267.
Registered quarter
-ForV
gelding, 8 years old, anyone
can ride, pleasure, barren,
poles, etc. 753 8210.
AKC Registered Doberman
puppies, champion
bloodlines. 759 4588 or 7537637.
Six month old black Great
Dane, full pedigree, cropped
ears, fully obedience trained.
Call Sal, 753.9101, 753-6527.

41.Public Sale
Carport Sale: 1206 Peggy Ann
Dr. Thurs., and Fri.
Gigantic Yard Sale: 1639
Miller, Fri. and Sat., 8:00Five party yard sale antique
glassware, antique furniture,
clothes all sizes, misc. items.
Three miles south 121 on the
old Salem Rd. past Hilltop
Church. Fri.,Sat., Mon.
Yard Sale: Fri. and Sat., 907
Vine, lot of good children's
fall and winter clothes, desk
and chair, rods and reels,
misc. itesm.
Garage Sale-Sat. Only, 8:00
3:00. Furniture, clothes,
women3 size 12-14, some
maternity. Men's size 'large
and extta large. Books and
more 7100 Brookhaven in
Gatesboro.
Yard Sale: . Mulit.party sale.
S. 11th, Sat.,8.3n.
Garage Sale: clothing, coats,
bicycle, toys, books, misc.
Sat., 8:00-4.00. 701 Earl Court
off Fairlane Dr.
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Two bedroom house at
Panorama Shores. New
remodeled. No pets. No
children. 436-5830.

Small brick hoose for rent.
Furnished or unfurnished.
753-5482.

CLAYTONS

Alive with color and
charm? Pleasingly
decorated from the
foyer to the family
room with fireplace
and ceder beams, to
the kitchen with din.
lag area and to the
bedroom wing with
built-ins.
For
economy, add central gas- and you can
find the total
package by dialing
763-1492. Offered by
Century 21,, Loretta
Jobs, Realtors.

753-0010

43. Real Estate

Home or business for
rent call
Skeet Waldrop
Reel Estate

For rent; 2 bedroom, air
conditioned house with garage.
753-5401, 7512557 or 753-7062.

Owner financing, two
bedroom house on
large lot. 12 miles
west on 94.

Yard Sale:724 Fairlane, Fri,
Sat., 8:00-5:00. Clothes size 7
ladies, large men, baby
furniture, twin bed, chairs,
much more

Two bedroom duplex,
Westwood Subdivision
Couples only! No pets or
child. Lease and deposit
required. 759-4509.

34. Houses For hat

14 Weeded Acres,
4000 ware feet on 2
levels. four
bedrooms, 3 baths, 2
weed stoves, also
heat pomp. Some
owner flaming.

Yard Sale: Clearance Sale,
clearing out our attic, garage
and closets. Household goods,
clothing, some larger sizes,
misc. Sat., Sept. 5,820 N. 19th.

'children, lease and _deposit
equired. 759-4509.

Two bedroom house in
country. Kitchen appliances
available. Married couple, no
pets, S185.00753-3942.

TAPES
LARGEST SELECTION
LOWEST PRICES

Mimi

Antique Mall- in Hazel, open
Mon. Sat , 9-5, Sun., 1-5. 11
dealers.
Four or five party yard sale
Fri. and Sat. at 505 Beale St.

Country Hide-a-way 13
acres, walk out basement. 4,000 sq. ft
finished.

# Duplex block university.
$10,000 down, balance 7
percent, $77.53 month. 7591074, 75 33 5791, 753 26.19.
Nice three bedroom duplex,
341,922m8i1120
essouth of Murray. Call

Three beoroorn, two oaths,
brick on two acres, formal
living, dining, den with fire
place, double garage, central
heat and air. Lease $275.00
Reference, deposit. Call
Strout Realty, 753-0186.

111

Three bedroom house near
university. 4921225.

RECORDS

Illorebeese
Storage Sipes*
for Rest

Garage Sale, Sat. only 7:0°4.00 p.m. Hand crocheted
items. Lots of costume
iewelry. Dryer, boys coats
and clothes. Raleigh three
speed bicycle, books, toys,
etc 1108 County Cork Dr.

43. Real Estate

Located approximately 1 mile off Hwy.
94 E on Hwy. 280. Ph story, 3
bedroom frame with western cedar, two
bat house is in good condition sets on a
include fireplace and
one acre lot
elec. wall heat. Shop in back detached.
1

Praiessiona: Seniees
SO The Fnendh TaaehI

Good
, Neighborhood
205 Woodlawn very nice home,full
basement. Electric
heat, air conditioner, close to
M.S.U. shopping
etc. On Shady lot. 2
b. r.'s up, 1 large
bedroom, utility,
garage and basement level. Only
$26,900.00.

Located approximately 4 miles west of
Coldwater on Bazzell Cemetery Rood.
Single stone 3 bedroom brick with carport. One acre lot.

NEW QUALITY
HOME
In Canterbury - enjoy the good life in
this lovely 3 b.r.,
b.v., 2/
1
2 bath home.
Entry foyer, large
family room with
fireplace. Central
elec. heat pump,
lovely carpeting,
double garage,
automatic opener.
In 80's.

House trailer and acre and one-half lot.
Located on Hwy. 121 South across from
Judkins Market, New Concord 435 foot
road frontage, well pump included.

Auction Sale
Friday nite Sept. 4th at 6:30 p.m. at the Old Lynn Grove Highi School gym in
Lynn Grove, Ky. on Hwyway 94. This is a complete sale of new name brand furniture from Dunn Furniture in Murray, ky. Sale to reduce inventory.
Estate Auction Saturday 10 a.m. oin Hardkin, Ky. Mr. Clifton Cavitt Home.
Household Auction.
Labor Day auction Sept. 7 at 10 a.m. at the Auction Barn in Lynn Grove, Ky.
fromMayfield take Hiway 121 toward Murray to Hiway 1836 South go about 3
miles from Murray take 94 West to Lynn Grove, Ky. Watch for auction signs.
On clot of good depression glass, old buttermilk pitcher, other good glass and
china, one lot of occupied Japan pieces and large fitureines, old aladdin lamp,
kerosene lamp, McCoyCookie jar, tea drop cake stand with custard dishes, 2
nice oak dressers, washstand with rack, oak queen ann kitchen table, oak kitchen cabinet, old chest, walnut chest, oak library table, old trunks, old hi back
rocker, oak bed, walnut bed, three other odd beds and chest, chifferobe, treadle
sewing machine, goo dielectric sewing machine, good baby bed, old 300 lb. meal
barrel, oak picture frame, fancy old card table, fancy old brass, f rot nt wash
board, gloss showcase, good cedar mill, cast iron bath tub, Duncan Phyfe table
and chairs, walnut coffee table, wood table and chairs like new floral couch and
chair, other couches and chairs, platofform rocker, real nice bedroom Suite
with triple dresser;
Poster bedroom suite, four piece bedroom, suite, nice electric stove and ref.,
hardwish gas stove, wash kettle, dinner kettles flat iron, iron tea kettle,some of
the finest old stone jugs, jars and churns and large rocks, old side saddleopony
saddle and bridle, good metal detector, auto. washer, 2 large and good Zenith
speakers, one lot of old money, pennies, nickles, dimes and quarters, some in
the 1800s, like new Franklin fireplace complete, two two burner oil heater,
large heater with jacket, 10 speed bicycle, Honda motor cycle, like new Batanus
moped, good wheel barrow, push mower, good set of &de boards for long wide
bed pick up, Ford cycle mower, steel tired hose drawn wagon, m,aany good
horse drawn tools, cast iron seats, good wagon seat, like new 670 wing master
pump shotgun, Winchester 410 with 3" chamber, 222 automatic rifle, one 22 bolt
action rifle, many other items not listed. Eats and drinks available, not responsible for accidents. Sale held rain or shine. For more informiltion and your auction needs Call 4354144. Lynn Grove, KY.

Donn tailor Auction

ticeitsed sad bonded is Ky.sad Team.
"My Service Doesn't Cut it pays"
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43. Real Estate
43. Real Estate

43
Real Estate
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7531222
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IMINE\AOMMO
HOUSES FOR SALE
OR RENT
Two attractive
homes in Panotama
Shores for sale or
rent. Phone 753-1222,
Kopperud Realty for
all the details.

---

PRICE REDUCED
$2000
Loving care and good
taste are obvious in
this outstanding,
newly remodeled
home.
Home
features
three
bedrooms 11
/
2 baths,
living room with
fireplace, glassed-in
sun porch, modern
kitchen
and
economical central
gas heat. Priced in
the mid $40's,
through Kopperud
Realty,711Main.

New listing two miles West
of Lynn Grove on Hwy., 94,
two bedroom frame house
with two acres very neat
and attractive home. For
more information call
Purdom and Thurman Real
Estate. 753-4451 Susy
Wells, 753-1585 or Geneva
tiles. 753-6557.

OR
DEVELOP!
No. 400-30 ACRES
MIL City utilities
are reportedly
available to this rolling, tillable acreage.
5 acres bottomland.
Located within cit
limits, on city street.
mile to Acre. Use as
farmland or develop.
=PO; 50 percent
down, Wallet at 10
percent interest. STROUT RF.ALTY
Am I.Isense Dreliot
DU Coldweerr Rd

763.01111 An

I

Appraisals - Council
lug - Matusgemen
and Sales.
RON TALENT
REALTOR
763-011,4
Ideal house and location (110
.N. 121h) for professional
office or small business
(zoned 8 4). Priced for quick

sale with immediate
possession Lot 61x190. Call C
O. Bondurant Realty, 753-9954
or 753 3460, or Claud Miller,
Realtor, 753-5064 or 753 3059.

•

0-M

Rf.M. ESTATE
153-80110
Prdessional Services
(itzThs Friendly Touch"

Circarama Circle
Been reluctant to
buy because prices
are too high. Here's
your chance - brick,
3 bedroom, 11
/
2
baths, den or office,
formal dining area,
new wall to wall
carpeting, new central gas heat and
air conditioning.
Large shaded lot
near shopping in exc e llent
neighborhood. Only
$42,900! Let us show
this to you.
FEELING
CVROWDED??
This unique,
beautifully
decorated home,
built in 1971, offers
immense room - no
crowded feeling
here!! 2 huge
bedrooms up, 2
down. You'll like
the big well appointed kitchen and
the shady 2 acre lot.
So if you're in the
market for a large
home, sensibly
priced, then you
must see this home!
Offered at $74,500.

641 Auction Sale
Hwy. 641 North Paris, Tn.
Every Friday nista et 6:30 . This week: Depression glass, oak
tile NW choirs, selector plates, oak cákwt, bedroom mite,
chest, gleserare, maple table end chairs, 110 dryer,
refrigerate, and mei morel

Auctioneers:
No. 646A
Baucum,
Larry
Shorty McBride, No. 247

y. •
753-1222
tellfill", tINS 11%1111G

ATTRACTIVE
ASSUMABLE LOAN

Quality, beauty and
convenience are a
few of the adjectives
that describe this 3
bedroom 2 bath
home, less then 4
years old. Home is
sparkling cican and
features a family
room, firplace with
wood stove, heat
pump and central
air. Located one mile
North of Coldwater
on 121 North in the
Ben DeField Subdivision. Priced at
$44,000 through Kopperud Realty, 711
Main St.
COMMERICAL
PROPERTY
Property at 500 N 4th
St. Formerly known
as Shirley's Florist.
Consists of several
buildings plus approx 10,000 sq ft of
greenhouse area. Lot
is approx one acre. A
good business and investment opportunity for $72,000. Owner
will consider lease,
option. Phone Kopperud Realty for real
service in Real
Estate.
Located 3 miles from town
attractive 2 bd home on 6
acres. 1910 mile off 641 N. Call
Spann Realty Assoc. 753-7724.

.4tiakitio
753-1222
1101111eS FOR 11%11111C.

HOME AND 75
ACRES
Home and 75 acres
just short distance
from town. Modern
three bedroom, two
bath home, fireplace
,with,new insert with
blower, several outbuilding and 65 acres
of very productive
land. Owner financing available to
qualified buyer.
Phone any member
of theos Kopperud
Realty Home team
for all the information. 753-1222
SAY HELLO TO A
GOOD BUY

'
Saturday, September 5th 10 A.M.
Hickman lumber Co.je •
LIQUIDATION

'

Ilirkman Kentucky
Yale Fork lift•1976 Chevy 2 ton w/Hoist
1-Lat of Guttering & Gutter Supplies•New 16' Black
,ard•Sev. Lot of ()Me Sealer•Sev. Lots of Roofing
•upplies•Ser. Lots of: 2.4-I', 16'•1111--11', 16'
Fir•Ii6- 8' F002.10-14.1 Lot 12" Masonite
SidinrSer. Window Sashes* 1 Lot 34" Insulatien*Sev. Interior & ,Exterior Doors•I Let
Beaded Sealing Lumber 1 lot Hardwood Floorinr 1
lot Drop Ceiling Tile & Hardware•Ser. Lots of:.
2.6-12'0 2.6-20'0 2.8-12 '4 2.10-16'0
2.10-14'• 2.10-12'0 2.6-12.-16'. 1 Lot
2.6-12' Rough Cedar•Sev. Hot Water
Ileaters•Sev. Storm DoorseSev. Lots of Moldings•1
Lot of Center Match Floorinr 1 Lot 1.2 Red
Wood-11'S... Attic Fans & Venb•Ser. Windows &
Ooors•Sev. Shelves & Display RackseKey Maker &
Key Stock•Vault SafeeOffice Desk & Equp.•Cash
Register & Check Maker•Calculator & Adding
klachme•Graco Paint Mixing Machine•Red Devil
Paint Shaker•Sev. Lots of Misc. Hardware•Sev. lots
of Paints, Stains, & Varnishes•Sev. Black & Decker
Power Tools & Act 'Carpet Shampooer SystemeSev.
New Hoover Vac. Cleaners•Lg. Spindle Display
Stockolg. Asst. of Plumbing Supplies; electrical
supplies; light fixtures; medicine cabinets;
bathroom fixtureseVinyl Floor TileiSev. Screen
Doors-Screen Wire•Nail Bin, Nails & Scales•1 Lot
of Vertical Sidinr1 Lot S/8" Fire, Resit. Sheet
Rock•Var.lots of 3'. 8" Sheet Rock'1 Lot of. Black
Board SheetinrSev. Lots of lathingol Lot of 6"
Poplar Weather Boardinr 1 Lot of Mortar•Glass Cutting Desk wiasst. of Glass•Sev. Lots of PVC Plum
bong Pipe* 1 lot of Styrofoam Sheetinr 1 Lot of
A111111111UM MoldinrMuch, Much, More.

TERMS: Strictly Cash, Cashier's Check or Ap
proved Check! No Exceptions! Dealers Mus,
Have Their Sales Ta. Numbers!!

JAMES
51 ' GASH
•Y0.0 11,4 1,nnerpr
I ANC
I APIAWI INIT1,1 M.
1,7 o,k)
.• PI 110 01

Four bedroom home
with
basement
near
located
downtown. Owner
being transfered and
will sell at a
sacrifice. Asking only $36,500. Very
reasonable utility
bills. Phone Kopperud Realty 7531222.

n
1.1b

BOTD-MAJORS
.
1
REAL ESTATE
r
753-8080

V• ••

F

1,, 7

513 Beale St.
This neat 2
bedroom home,
electric 'heat,
carpeted, kitchen
appliances included. Perfect for
small family. You
can buy this and
pair less than rent.
Only $24,900 less
than replacement
cost.

Country Living
City Style

This 2 b. r. Brick
veneer home, plus
carport; is situated
on 34 acre lot on
blacktopped road,
on 94W house has
been completely
painted, ..both interior and exterior.
New shutters, new
wall to wall
carpeting, range,
refrigerator, air
conditioner included. Owner
would consider
trade.$28,900.
Aga,
:
\ n . i 1s _ittLy.

Jr X 30

M
43. Real Estate
Located in Riviera
Courts is this two
bedroom mobile
home, completely
furnished for only
$0,500.05. Use ideal
dwelling for that son
or daughter now attending college.
Make your offer today!
town MALTY
1216 framers
Merney, Illy.
753- 16S 1

U.1.0tS For
20 wooded acres near,
Kentucky Lake. Can be subdivided. $950.00 acre.
Marshall Co 1 443 1565.
441 Sunset Dr., Pine Bluff
Shores overlooking lake. Can
have trailer, $1195.03 terms.
1-443-1565

46. Homes For Sale
Two
. bedroom home, 408 S
3th St, Murray $24,000
1c3.331l.
New House in Canterbury
Estates. Owner financing with
25. down. Will also trade., 1533672.
New 3 bedroom, 2 bath.
built-in appliances._ Must
sell, $30,000. Call 4892670.
Prime location, 3 bedroom.
2 bath, den, formal dining
room, double garage, recreation room. 753-2676.
ihree bedroom, two bath.
brick, in nicer subdivision
lust outside the city limits,
city gas, water and cable
t.v. Central air and gas
heat. Attached garage. large
kitchen with built-ins, large,
redwood deck, through
sliding glass doors in back.
T.V.A. :nsulated. Assumable
mortgage $47,500. 7539259 _
Extra clean three bedroom in.
Lakeway Shores. Large
fireplace in living room, wood
stove in recreation room.
Attached garage, aluminum
siding, TVA insulation over
2,000. Lots of living area and
large porch. Must sell. (Make
offer before we list with
realty). Call 753-9259.

Motorattts
1976 Honda Goldwing 1900,
fully dressed. Best offer. 7535923.

48. Auto. Services
KIT
AUTO PARTS
SESS.416114.. Mammy,Itafteky

Batteries, fires,
wheel amen, wets
accessories. 24 hear
twin. Ake a caw
plots Ilse of used
auto parts.
753-55114

4TM0cd
1973 150
753 /261
1978 GT80 Yamaha Excellent
condtition 5275 00 153 7477

49. Used Cars
1976 Monte'
Carlo, local one
owner, very low
mileage
PURDOOS
OLDSMOWLE
PONTIAC
CADILLAC
1406W. Main
753-5315
A 75 Honda Civic, 5 speed, air
condition, Call 489 2839 after 6
P.m.
1979 Pontiac Bonneville 753
6483 after 5:30.
1973 Mercury Capri. Rough,
$300.00 Call after 5:00 753
7124.
19/4 Gremlin X, six cylinder,
air condition, new tires,
$500.00. See at 1614 Loch
Lomand.
1977 Chevrolet pickup. Low
milage. Call 753-9648 or 753:
6084.

1977 Cnevy one ton,3 350
engine four speed Cab good
shape Some rust on the
body G Good tires 92,000
miles S1w1 rwl Call 489 2617

52:Boats and
Boat_ Moors
15 ft runabout mu';r and
trailer Good condition $500. Call
437 4216.
15' Runabout, motor and
trailer Good condition. $500
Call 436 4216

51. Services Offered
10 years experienced car
enter work Also flue
building Call 436-2253
MOBILE HOME REPAIR. In
tailing tie downs, under
pinning, roofing installing
doors and windows Also
build porches and patios
Call
Free
753-6973
estimates' No lob too
small' On weekends call
474-2276
APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore.
Whirlpool
Westinghouse Experienced
independent service Bobby
Hopper, 753-4872 Bob's
Appliance Service 202 S
5th

1971 Karmann Ghia
convertable, excellent
condition, real collectors
item. Call 489-2839 after 6.
p.m.

Air-conditioners,
cleaned
and repaired. We buy used
air-conditioners Dill's Electric. call 753-9104

1976 V.W. Rabbit, automatic
transmission. $1975. 753.7.6L5

Alexander Septic Tank
Cleaning Vacuum n cleaned

1978 Chevrolet Malibu. V8
automatic, 67,500 miles,
excellent fires. $3700. Call 7539213.
1980 Renault LeCar four
speed, air, AM0FM, MPG 2935. 489-2666.

from your drivew. Industrial
residential
or
commercial, 24 hour service Call 753-5933

5sed
- Trucks
1976 elevrolet pick up 4x4,
automatic, AM FM stereo,
power steering, step side
model with special stripes
and paint. New tires, recent
tune up. Very good condition.
Asking 53,000.00 753-8984 after
5:00.
1980 GMC Van conversion.
Fully customized with
refrigerator, sink, stereo,
couch (converts into bed),
rally wheels, custom paint
and captains chairs. 13,000
miles. Reply to 753-5014.
1976 Jeep Cherokee 753-6483
after 5:30.
1969 Chevrolet Pickup,
stepside. 753-5923.
1976 Chevy Truck, 52100.00.
Call 753-0874 after 6:00 p.m.
1974 Courier, excellentco
condition. 1803 College Farm
Rd.
1978 4x4 Honcho, automatic,
air, AMoFM,new radial tires.
489-26Ai

51. Campers
1978 CJ7 Golden Eagle Jeep
Automatic transmission
power steering, tilt wheel,
new tires, new top excellent
condtiion. 55700. 753-8452 after
5 p.m.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER SHOP
225 L. P. Milks- St. (Across from Community Center)

Specializing in Senior Citizens
Open Hours
Mon., Tues., Thurs., Fri., Sat.
8-12 753-3685
For Appointment

ANTIQUE AUCTION!
Saturday, September 5th

R.gown

10:00 A.M.

LeciutIti: Al ewe swam hare located is U.S.
ilighway 71, 5 miles from Dever sled 23 wiles
free Clarksville, To.
This sak will commis kts ef glassware mod
very omeseal items.
List
Oak buffet, sideboards, oak drop leaf tables, dressing tables,
oak parlour set, tea trolly, Barley Twist plant table, Gateleg
tables, several sets of 4 choirs, Q. Anne dining room suite, 3
pc. bedroom suite, triple mirrored vanity, solid oak desk, bar
mirrors, ,leoded & stained gloss windows & doors. sewing
rnochires, chests, cook bureau, chino cabinets, hallstonds,
wardrobe:, fern stands, tiled washstand, wicker armchoir,
wicker br.is, chiming clocks, 1,irrors, gaming table, cast iron
fit eplace, fi-e screens, record cobinet wrecords, ,dropleof
dinner war:1g walnut secretaire cabinet, oak filing cabinet,
trunk, typew itei , wicker p/zno stool, blanket chest.
Consigned Antiques trorn unother c•ate:
lots of green glass, pink depressior gloss, antique hrnss
school bell, good bivad as, 3 old cow bells, 2 drawing knives.
coffee grinder, rolling pin, ox shoe, pewter table holder, 2
kerosene cons, lots of pi imitive torls, old hammer, knife
case, 4 drawer spool chest, 1 kid's sewing machine, !nrcie,
ass't stone crocks :or., 3 oppl.t peeler, 2 corn grinders. 2
old cistern pulleys. ifkA Itawk sheller, dinrer bell, hand corn
planter, keroseoe lamp, iind stones. 2 .)1d wash boards, 2
tee kettles, old shoe tree, bass gettle, lots of antiotie
basket,. wood telephone, side satile, parts of muzzle
lc yktrs, wheat cradle, 2 ox yokes, doted fruit jars, carnival
glass c;.ridl• haoki4H old oottle,, old Tricker, antiql*.cio$es
schonl
dryer, sausage mill, very rare-cross ri.:t vw,
choirs, high choir, large assortment of primitive horse drown
_form equipment. Special: 1 Antique freight wagon.
Announcement day of sale will hove precedence over prin;
ted molter.

CENTURY 21
BOGARD REALTY IL
AUCTION CO.

Sewer,Tu. 232-5151
s .sdep•nerssiy owed 0,4 090,
to&
Amilemer:lid "eagle" Bogard,lk.548

All your plumbing and air
conditioning needs. Also do
carpentry, painting, roofing
and concrete. All work done
to satisfaction. 753-9822.
Asphalt
driveways
and
parking lots sealed by
Sears For free estimates
call 753-2310
Automobile machanic will
do work on automatic and
all gasoline engined trucks
All work done gauranteed
Call 437-4546
Fence sales at Sears now
Call Sears 753-2310 for
free estimate for your
needs
Gutterirt by Sears Sears
continuous gutters installed
per your specifications Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate

AAA CUSTOM
MADE
bookcases
CABINETS
music
centers
etc
Reasonable 436-2566

l

53. Services-WQ

53. Services Offered

ALCOA ALUMINUM SIDING

JOHN LANE'S SEPTIC TAP
CLEANING. 24 hour service

or vinyl ,iding and trim
Aluminum trim for brick
houses lack Glover 7531873

GENERAL HOME REPAIR
15 years experience carpentry, concrete plumbing
roofing
siding
things
around the home Free
estimates' No )ob too small
Call days 474-2359 4742276
evenings
On
weekends
474-2276

K & K Stump Removal. Do
you need stumps removed
rforn ybur yard or land
cleared of stumps? We can
remove stumps up to 24
below the ground leaving
only sawdust and chips
Call for free estimate. Bob
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
Kemp, Jr 435-4319
MOBILE HOME ANCHORS
underpinning, roof s Sealed
Ratio awnings, and house
type roofs for mobile
homes
753-1873. lack
Glover
Heating refrigeration
repair
Bob
electrical
Service
Refrigeration
Hazel KY 498 8370 cm
753 7829 Bobby Lockhart
Carpenter work wanted 30
years experience. 436 2253

Johnson s Electric Corn
Inercial and
residential
wiring gas installed and
repairing /537203
Need work an your trees'
Topping pruning shaping
complete
removal
and
more Call BOYER'S TREE
SERVICE for professional
tree care. 753-8536

Now open, Doug lone
Electric Airport Rd Re
sidential work Guaranteed
free estimates Call 753
9555
P & D Lawn Service
Mowing small tree and
hedge
trimming, Free
Estimaies 436-2997
CARPET CLEANING Free
estimates Satisfied
%references Vibra-Vac steam
or quick dry cleaning. LEE'S
CARPET CLEANING, 7535827

Aluminum • Service
aluminum and
siding, custom
work. References.
Will Ed Bailey,
• 0689.

o..
vinyl.
trim
Call
753-

CONSIGNMENT AUCTION
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 5TH 10:00 A.M.
In Aurora Between D's Shirts
and The Wising Well, Hwy. 611
FURNITURE, APPLIANaS, POTS,
TOOLS,
PANS, TRUCKS, I LOT, ANTIQUES, ADDING
MACHINES, SOMETHING FOR EVERYONE!
1 sofyield, 1 goatskins chair-bream, 2 occasion! chairs, 2
sod tobies-csresoic tops, 1 coffee table-ceramic tep, Bano-eaortic coffee maker•complete, 1 dram tile, 2 dosWe beds
with springs mattress, 1 dresser-walne finish, 1 &netts
tile with 4 chairs • maple, 2 sir* rell-e-way beds with mattress, 1 3,4 size roll-e-tvay hod with mattress, Reisigten
Electric ram, Electric heir cAppers, 4 ice electric toaster,
pots and pens, electric :bast, ashes, 1 floor lump, tehie
lamps, 1 quasar • 21" color sisals TV, electric Menke like
new, 4 card tables, 1 large Reines/ eutdeor table with benches. Set of 1847 Roger Bros. Weevers, head painted pictures, Emerson air coeiniesier, Sieger portable serial
machine, writing disk, dressing table with chair, 1 Seeder
their-green, drapes, rocking chairs, dais, room tile with
buffet, stereo and record player, Iowa mower, wheel barrow,
step ladder, heels trimmer, 2 Olivetti@ mean mechineelectric, captain's chair, shovels, 6" 1100a grinder-new,
relso,le lawn chairs, saddle, new .SO, lb. box nab, car
vein, bend tools, Christmas deceratioas, Nerves idle
reashine-mennal, 63 Feed pick-up, 1180 Moped (700 lies),
large beading lot No. 44 -Footsie Heights Sehdivisiee
(restricted wee), assortment antique nee wheels, 70 Dein
pick-up and topper, 3 piece commercial carpet cleenisq equipment complete with wall esW upholstery cleaner, sold cherry
dining room sot with 6 chairs • sere leaf, Internalises' 4
wheel drive scorn, refrigerator, 3 wheel Heads, 2 wheel
llopp-mini bole, stereo console, 2 bicycle. Many mere hems t
woe nemereas to mei!

4

ROOF1111

161114,& 56kuiles
e
esApnoeas. All week
geerunt•oli.
Fro•
Minutes.
Cull 751-11151w
7534511

nit,u instalation of septic
tanks and backhoe work
Call 753 8669 or 436-5348

TERMS CASH

Route 1
Aurora, Ky.

We,
LILE REAL Vernon
Auctioneer
ESTATE &
AUCTION """74•2"7

ESTATE AUCTION
Auction Sale Saturday, Sept. 5th at 10 a.m. at the late Mr. Clifton Cavitt home
in Hardin, Ky. Go to the 4 way stop in Hardin on 641 tern east on Highway 80 when
you cross the railroad lit street tern right, go to the 2nd street tern left, 2nd
house. Watch for Auction Signs.
Will have antiques, collectors items and good usable furniture.
Jenny Lind bed, bunk beds, chifferobe, glass door dish cabinet, nice small
bookcase, old cabinet, old picture frames, nice bedroom suit, old rocker, magazine
rack, coffee and end tables, nice floral couch, odd chairs, small stand, afghans, old
quilts, bed spreads, linens, throw rugs, wall lamp, many other lamps, swinging
lamp, old vases, electric heaters, electric clock, fire place, old dog irons, glass
door for fire place, iron tea kettle, well molly, electric fans, metal folding table,
plod school master bell, hand carved rolling pin, old cake stand, berry set, silverware, pink depression glass, gold leaf, cost iron griddle, table and 6 chairs, popcorn popper, deep fat fryer, old battery radios, milk cons, like new fold up wheel
chair and walker, yard chairs and gliders, step ladder, water hose, like new lawn
mower, wrenches, hand and garden tools, and more. For more information cell
435-4144, eats and drinks eveNeMe, not responsible for accidents. Den Miller
Auctioneer. Sale held Rein or shine.

LAKE FRONT DEVELOPMENT

AUCTION
Pies Timberlands - Agricelterel Properties
Apprinclamotely 7600 /haw
OFFERED IN A VARIETY OF PARCELS

TRIGS COUNTY,KENTUCKY
Located on beautiful Barkley Lake, approximately 50 miles from Paducah,
Kentucky 25 miles from Hopkinsville, Kentucky, only 1 mile from Fort Campbell Military Reserve, 90 miles from Nashville, Tennessee. 180 miles from
Louisville, Krtucky.
This property ontoins two frame houses and 7 barns. Numerous ;trewslarge pond. Near Linton Recreation area on Barkley Lake. Over 15,000.000
board feet of timber is available on this property which has been no major.,
harvesting on this timber for approximately 20 years.
Land currently being used ogricultually contains 5,677 6s. of basic burley
tobacco for/he year 1981 & 5.95 acres of dark air cured tobacco.
ARUM:Thursday, September 17, 19111 - 1 PM
INSPICTRIM As,. 24. 15 IL Sept. IL 17,11

Nit mu MAKS AIM=FINPOTVAAU in Nab
IM=Inc.
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219434-6100
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Sparks My When Mother Teresa Is Questioned
NEW YORK (AP) — If the
impact of some deeply and almost
universally admired figure is
publicly questioned, sparks are
bound to fly. That is what
happened in regard to the famed
Mother Teresa of Calcutta.
Contentions by some nuns and a
campus chaplain that she

Lo11iSrille Faces
Rain On First
School Day

•

LOUISVILLE,Ky.(AP)— Rain
was one problem that school
officials in Jefferson County had
to live with on the first day of the
new school year.
Rain much of Wednesday was
blamed for several bus
breakdowns and congested traffic
as 98,000 students began school in
the state's largest system. Over
650 buses were used to transport
about 74,000 students to classes.
Some bus drivers were nervous
about driving new routes and the
.rain didn't help matters.
"Everybody's nervous. They
know what's going on, but they're
all keyed up," said Ann Bachert,
coordinator of the Nichols Bus
Compound in southern Louisville.
Another problem came from
students and parents who waited
until the last minute to ask school'
officials about new buses
schedules.
"This is kind of routine," said
Bill Blankenbaker, the school's
transportation director. "You
take 74,000. people, and some are
going to wait until the last day."
He said he took about 50 calls
between 5 a.m. and 7 a.m.
The Nichols compound also took
phone calls Wednesday morning
about new bus outes. The routes
were changed this year to save
money. Bus drivers took a "dry"
run over new routes on Monday
and problems were supposed to be
worked out by Wednesday.
Superintendent Donald
Ingwerson and several other
adminstrators visted schools on
the opening day of classes.
"The schools I've been to show
organization, care and concern,
and the people know how to
operate the schools and they know
what to expect of their students,"
he said.
"I think it's good to get the
people from the cental office out
into the schools," said Dawson
Orman,deputy superintendent for
operations and instruction.

projects, through the media a
constricted, old-time image of
religious work and that of presentday Catholic sisters drew a flood
of scornful rebuke.
"Shameful!...How dare you!"
some protested. "Sick, liberal
thinking."
But some others agreed.
"Bravo!.. Congratulations to the
brave sisters who spoke."
Much of the criticizing reaction
in many Catholic newspaper
editorials and elsewhere, as well
as the occasional approval,
centered on a Brooklyn nun,Sister
Camille D'Arienzo, among those
who raised the issue.
"The disturbing thing is that so
many people misread and twisted
what was said," she says. "But I
remain utterly at peace about it,
believing in my own heart it was
right."

•

newspaper editorials and
comments of some churchmen
have mostly been disapproving
and sometimes sharp.
The sisters have "totally blown
their bonnets," wrote Auxiliary
Bishop Thomas V. Dolinay of
Passaic, N.J., a Catholic Eastern
Rite prelate and editor of Eastern
Catholic Life.

"Indeed priests place Mother
Teresa on a pedestal because of
the holiness she
represents...Having a true
societal consciousness does not
necessarily imply.. activists on
the streets...The problem is that
these women want to be an
authority unto themselves..."

FREE
10 MILE
DELIVERY
7510984
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CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS

SAVE

15"—4O

On Classic 99® Wall Paint & A-100® Flat House Paint

reg. price

All Wallcovering Books

• A-100® Flat Latex
House Paint

•Thousands of Fashionable Patterns
•Including Exclusive Patterns found
only at Sherwin-Williams Stores..

SAVE!
$7
.
$8gai

Reg. $16.99 gal.

• Classic 99 Flat
Latex Wall Paint
Reg. 815.99 gal.

YOUR CHOICE

(All wallcoverIng packaged In double & triple rolls)

• A-104r Gloss Latex House
Paint Reg. $17.99 gal.
• Classic 99 Latex Satin
Enamel Reg. $16.99 gal.

-

YOUR CHOICE
S

aye
'

A IllIliLWILIALlit-ILMEL1fits

WINDOW DECOR

Irm.

Look For Our
Anniversary Display $
of Special
Bargains!

10 Year
Warranty

,

off reg. price

all at
_

Perfect Touch®
Custom Woven
Woods

0

30
:150%
off

• Over 100 patterns

Levoloe One-Inch
Metal Blinds

SuperPaint"
Interior Latex Flat
Wall Paint Reg. $18.99

• Oyer 200 stylish colors

$13
99
gal.

off
(Installation extra)

Semi-Gloss Enamel Reg. $19.99814.99 gal.

SuperPaint"
Exterior Latex
99
gal.
Flat House Paint $14
Reg. $19.99 gal.
Latex Gloss House Paint

CARPET SALE!

Reg. $20.99

Ai2
'
15;
1:

$15.99 gal.
Exterior Stains!
• A-100® Stain & Finish
• Semi-Transparent
• Solid Color Latex and Oil

Starlight100%Tlylon Pile.
cuen Loop Reg.89.99

off reg. price

Guarantee or Limited Warranty
on all Sherwin-Williams Coatings.
See label for details.

Listeners Of
-WKMS May Hear
Chamber Music
Listeners of ViKMS-FM, 91.3,
fine arts radio from Murray State
University, may hear a diversity
of chamber music at 9 a.m. each
Sunday.
Members of the Saint Paul
Chamber Orchestra perform live
from the studios of Minnesota
Public Radio. Brass, woodwind
and string ensembles are
featured.
On Sunday, Sept. 13, a program
featuring contemporary
American Choral works
performed by the Dale Warland
Singers is scheduled.
Tielfth through sixteenth
century music performed on
period instruments is scheduled
Sunday,Sept. 20.
Members of the Saint Paid
Chamber Orchestra on Sunday,
Oct. 27, will perform- works by
Monteverdi, Albinoni, Boccherini,
and Tchaikovsky.

of the Nobel and Templeton prizes
for her work caring for the poorest
of the poor, represented only a
limited dimension of highly
diversified religious service.
She is an "enormously holy and
compassionate woman," Sister
D'Arienzo said, but if she "allows
the media to cast all sisters in the
same mode," she is "doing us a
disservice and doing the church a
disservice."
In the Christian Century, the
Rev. Jack A. Jennings, a
Presbyterian chaplain at Montana
State University, said that Mother
Teresa is "one of the world's
genuinely first-class saints," but
displays "no element of prophetic
criticism" and reflects a
"narrowly defined concept of
what it means to be a Chritian."
Reactions in a wave of letters to
editors as well 'as in Catholic

ANNIVERSARY
WALLCOVERING SPECIAL!

Man Who Won,
Lost Board Race,
Will Run Again
SOMERSET, Ky. ( AP) — The
man who won and then lost a
Pulaski County school board race
that later was voided by a court
order says he will seek the post
again in November.
"Due to the fairness of our court
system, I will have the
opportunity to run again for the
office and I definitely intend to
accept the challenge," Elwood
Hunt said in a news release.
The first tally from the Nov. 4
election showed Hunt defeated
Jerry Hyden, but a recount gave
Hyden a two-vote victory.
Hunt filed suit and Pulaski
Circuit Judge Charles Luker
voided the election in March,
saying a clear winner could not be
declared because of alleged
irregularities.
The Kentucky Supreme Court
last week refused to hear Hyden's
appeal of Luker's order.
Hyden, who had served on the
board without pay since March,
said last week he probably would
run again in November for the
remaining three years of the
Division 2 term.

Sister D'Arienzo, a gently
articulate nun who teaches
communications at Brooklyn
College, writes for the Brooklyn
Tablet and is a weekly religious
commentator on New York radio
station WINS, added in an
interview:
"It's too bad so many felt we
were trying to destroy their
heroine. We wen't attacking
Mother Teresa at all. I have great
respect for her. But her work is
only one of many models.
That point was at the heart of
the furore that has arisen since
the appearance in July of articles
in the New York Daily News by
columnist Dick Ryan quoting
Sister D'Arienzo and others and in
the ecumenical weekly, Christian
Century.
They maintained that the widely
idealized Mother Teresa, winner
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SHERWIN-WILLIAMS CELEBRATES WITH VALUABLE PRIZES FOR YOU!
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